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By Norman G. Finkelstein 

 

[Excerpt from a political memoir in progress. Last edited 06.01.2005.] 

 

 

Every night as we watched the news on television my mother would avert her eyes and raise her hand to 

block the screen when scenes from Vietnam flashed across it. After a few moments the question would 

invariably come: "Is it over yet?" Not at all given to self-dramatization, she simply couldn't endure the 

scenes of destruction and death. Whereas most of my friends and their parents eventually came to be 

against the Vietnam War, the moral urgency of opposition sounded at a different decibel in my home. The 

war wasn't a subject of intellectual or political argument, even vehement argument. My mother's whole 

being revolted against it. I wouldn't say she was emotional about the war; she was hysterical. Although 

knowledgeable about the facts, she detested any intellectualizing of it. Even to engage in debate about 

Vietnam constituted a moral travesty. It manifested a lack of genuine outrage at, and comprehension of, 

the unfolding horror: no one who had actually experienced war could or would calmly discuss it. For 

related reasons she disdained my joining the high school forensics team. The art of debate was to argue 

with equal passion and skill both sides of a given question. To her mind, it nurtured duplicity, the amoral 

manipulation of words. 

 

My mother would often exclaim that the United States was "worse than Hitler." Admittedly, in my home 

many things were alleged to be "worse than Hitler," including on occasion my siblings and me, or "worse 

than Auschwitz," including my mother's cooking. I'm not sure whether my mother meant literally the 

comparison between the U.S. and Hitler or she was simply straining to convey the magnitude of the 

Vietnam War's criminality. Having internalized my mother's indignation I became nearly insufferable 

whenever the subject of Vietnam would come up. After forcing my high school economics class to listen to 

passages from a book graphically depicting U.S. atrocities in Vietnam, I remember my shock and disgust 

that nobody else was physically wrenched. To this day I still cringe at the memory of publicly breaking 

down at a college teach-in on the war. In retrospect I regret my holier-than-thou posture but, if it's any 

mitigation, the war did profoundly affect me. I couldn't comprehend how people compartmentalized the 

carnage and went on with business as usual: at this very moment, I thought, Vietnamese are 

being murdered. It was only many years later after reading Noam Chomsky that I learned it was possible to 

unite exacting scholarly rigor with scathing moral outrage; that an intelligent argument didn't have to be 

an intellectualizing one. 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20081219162814/http:/www.normanfinkelstein.com/docs/haunted.zip
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It was no mystery from whence my mother's impassioned response sprang. The devastating firepower of 

the Americans, on the one hand, and the utter defenselessness of the Vietnamese, on the other; the 

indifference or, at any rate, scandalously incommensurate response, of the rest of humanity to the ongoing 

genocide: it was the Nazi holocaust all over again. And such was her exceptional humanity that my mother 

literally couldn't bear for anyone to suffer as she had. Neither of my parents ever let go of "the war." They 

couldn't, and were it even possible, wouldn't have wanted to. Never to forget, Never to forgive – this was 

how they lived, and died. It wasn't just bitterness over what had befallen them, although there was plenty of 

that; not forgetting or forgiving was the minimum they owed to those who had perished. I once had dinner 

with two Unitarian friends, both married to German-born women who had been in the Hitler Youth. The 

subject eventually came around to the Nazi holocaust, and one of the wives whined, "How much longer 

must we keep hearing about it?" "My parents lived with the Nazi holocaust until the last day of their 

lives," I coldly thought, "so you can live with it until the last day of yours." 

 

Whereas my mother never stopped talking about the war, my father never uttered a single word about it. I 

once asked my mother why. Without a trace of condescension – for all her sense of superiority to my 

father, she never belittled the suffering he had endured – my mother replied that he had never really 

understood what had happened to him. Much later in life I came across a passage in Primo Levi 

contrasting two kinds of survivors: those who experienced the Nazi holocaust as a traumatic but 

nonetheless meaningless blow, and those able to make out, beyond the sheer horror and brutality, its 

darker truths. My mother's mind was sufficiently capacious that she could mentally encompass the Nazi 

holocaust; and, certain of the profundity of what she had experienced, my mother never ceased trying to 

penetrate its meaning. If her answers weren't always right, she also never lapsed into the clichés of the 

Holocaust industry. It might be wondered why I didn't just question my father about his own experience. 

The simple answer is I was terrified at opening the floodgates. Once I became privy to the horrors he'd 

personally endured, I would relinquish the right ever again to be angry at him, which I'd often been: in the 

face of this knowledge, guilt over being angry would always get the better of the anger itself. 

 

Neither of my parents ever spoke of their respective families' fate. My mother drew an inviolable circle 

around hers. If questioned, her voice cracked, her breath quickened, her eyes moistened, she turned or 

lowered her head. She once muttered that her brother had been grabbed off the street and sent to 

Treblinka. I've no idea what happened to her parents and two sisters. One day while ironing, my mother 

suddenly revealed (I was maybe 15) that my father was not her first husband. When her family was about 

to descend into the ghetto bunker, she was with her boyfriend. Her father, who was ultra-orthodox, insisted 

that they first marry. My mother never recovered from the loss of her family. Shortly before my mother's 

death Amy Goodman of Democracy Now! asked her about liberation. "It must have been the happiest day 

of your life." "Happiest? It was the most horrible day of my life." "Why horrible?" "Because it struck me 

for the first time that everyone was dead and I was all alone in the world." My mother used to say that she 

survived the war by blocking it out. An aunt of hers who had immigrated to the United States before the 

war preserved a few pictures of my mother's parents and siblings. Hanging on the living room wall during 

my childhood, they served as the one eerie memento of my family. I didn't, however, relate to them as my 

grandparents, aunts and uncle but rather as "my mother's father and mother" and "my mother's sisters 

and brother." In later years the pictures collected dust in the closet but near the end of her life my mother 

hung them up again on the foyer wall. The photographs caressed her in the warm glow of her dearly 

beloved family as she faced death and perhaps offered solace that, if she wasn't going to join them, at any 

rate she would join their fate. No pictures of my father's family survived the war. While in Maijdanek, my 

mother once glimpsed from afar my father's sister, who she remembered as a "great beauty." Every so 
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often during their marriage my father, standing stiff and forlorn, would yet again ask my mother to 

describe exactly how his sister looked at that moment. 

 

Except for allusions to relentless pangs of hunger, my mother never spoke about her personal torments 

during the war, which was just as well, since I couldn't have borne them. Like Primo Levi, she often said 

that, being "too delicate and refined, the best didn't survive." Was this an indirect admission of guilt? 

Much later in life I finally summoned the nerve to ask whether she had done anything of which she was 

ashamed. Calmly replying no, she recalled having refused the privileged position of "block head" in the 

camp. She especially resented the "dirty" question "How did you survive?" with the insinuation that, to 

emerge alive from the camps, survivors must have morally compromised themselves. Given how ferociously 

she cursed the Jewish councils, ghetto police and kapos, I assume my mother answered me truthfully. 

Although acknowledging that Jews initially joined the councils from mixed motives, she said that "only 

scum", reaping the rewards of doing the devil's work, still cooperated after it became clear that they were 

merely cogs in the Nazi killing machine. When queried why she hadn't settled in Israel after the war, my 

mother used to reply, only half in jest, that "I had enough of Jewish leaders." The Jewish ghetto police 

always had the option, she said, of "throwing off their uniforms and joining the rest of us" – a point that 

Yitzak Zuckerman, a leader of the Warsaw ghetto uprising, made in his memoir. (It was always gratifying 

to find my mother's seemingly erratic or harsh judgments seconded in the reliable testimonial literature.) 

Still shaking her head in disbelief, she would often recall how, after Jews in the ghetto used the most 

primitive implements or even bare hands to dig bunkers deep in the earth and conceal themselves, the 

Jewish police would reveal these hideouts to the Germans, sending their flesh-and-blood to the crematoria 

in order to save their own skins. One of the first acts of the ghetto resistance was to kill an officer in the 

Jewish police. On a sign posted next to his corpse – my mother would recall with vengeful glee – read the 

epitaph: "Those who live like a dog die like a dog." Still, if she didn't cross fundamental moral boundaries, 

I glimpsed from her manner of pushing and shoving in order to get to the head of a queue, which mortified 

me, how my mother must have fought Hobbes's war of all against all many a time in the camps. Really, 

how else would she have survived? 

 

Exaggerated as it might sound, almost every conversation I had with my mother eventually did come back 

to the war. It's not as if she systematically lectured me. On the contrary, except during the rare interview or 

public presentation I don't recall any sustained reflections by her on the Nazi holocaust. Rather, incidents 

from the war served as parables to illustrate this or that point in our conversations. When I was struggling 

to excel in school, she told me the story of an inmate at Maijdanek who had swapped cleaning assignments 

with other inmates in exchange for a supplement to her bread ration. She mopped the floor for this inmate, 

wiped the toilet for another. While getting the extra crumbs, she had meanwhile also turned black and 

worn – and was selected for the gas chambers. "So don't push yourself so hard," my mother admonished. 

My best friend, Mark Cohn, although a brilliant mind, was a lackadaisical student. While I pored over my 

homework assignments in the bedroom, he would sit in the kitchen chatting with my mother. "Why can't 

you be more like Mark," she used to complain, "and not do your homework?" 

 

When our neighbors reacted in horror to rumors that the city was putting up a homeless shelter nearby, my 

mother retorted: "You never know where you will be tomorrow." I knew exactly what she was thinking: 

one day hers was the carefree cultured life of Warsaw's middle class, ice-skating after school and attending 

a concert of classical music in the evening; the next day she was reduced to a state of stink and filth in the 

ghetto. To exemplify the love she bore for her father – but also to get my undivided support on those rare 

occasions when I dared hesitate – my mother would tell the story of how he arrived home one night, ashen-
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faced and clutching a piece of paper. She overheard him whisper in a trembling voice to her mother that he 

had been summoned to the Gestapo. Breaking into the conversation and although terrified herself, she 

firmly told him: "I'm going with you!" 

 

Even the lyrics of contemporary pop songs were freighted with a unique – one might say morbid – 

poignancy in my home. While listening to "Let the Sun Shine" from the Broadway show Hair, my mother 

would remember how she walked through the gray bleakness of the ghetto, yearning for the sun, at least, to 

come out. "I Will Survive" was not the defiant refrain of a jilted lover, but rather my mother's resolve to 

outlive Hitler, while "Those Were the Days" wasn't a lament about the passage of time, but about that 

mirthful life before. Whenever "Yesterday" came on the radio, my mother, drifting off into herself, would 

emphatically sing along, "Oh, I believe in yesterday." A close friend of hers from Warsaw once lamented 

how totally the war had shattered my mother: "She used to be always laughing and joking." 

 

Unsurprisingly, the war has become the primary point of reference not just in my political life but in the 

trivia of my daily life as well. The image having been planted in my mind of camp inmates lunging for a 

scrap of vegetable or meat in the soup cauldron, I always cut up a scallion right to the root's edge and 

devour even the marrow in a steak or chicken bone. On one occasion the Nazi holocaust became, for me, 

too close to a living reality. In 1973 my mother served as the chief witness in an INS deportation hearing 

for a Maijdanek guard, Hermine Braunsteiner, who had married an American after the war and resettled 

in Queens, New York. In 1979 the German government requested that my mother testify at the Maijdanek 

trial in Dusseldorf. I accompanied her. The initial shock came when she discovered that the defendants not 

only weren't manacled but moved about freely, unguarded, in the courthouse. They were even released on 

their own recognizance every evening after court proceedings were over. "Those animals," my mother 

shrieked, "they're not in cages?!" 

 

Taking the witness stand to give testimony, my mother was called on by the judge to identify the defendants 

in the courtroom as the guards she knew in the camp. She couldn't. It had been forbidden for inmates to 

make direct eye contact with the guards and, anyhow, the Germans sitting in front of her didn't at all 

resemble them. My mother remembered the guards as slim, towering "Aryan" types in crisp uniforms. 

Many were now obese, and wearing drab pleated skirts and cheap, wrinkled blouses. "I can't believe it," 

my mother whispered to me the first day in court, "they're washwomen." The survivor-witness right before 

my mother also couldn't identify them. Ordering the defendants to stand up, the judge told the witness to 

inspect them from up close. Approaching the former guards, she now claimed to recognize them from 

their feet. I cringed from shame at this obvious falsehood. Were the spectators in the courtroom thinking 

"another Jew-liar," I wondered, and would they now infer that all the testimony was false too? In fact, the 

witnesses had been quietly coached ahead of time which defendant in the courtroom was the guard 

"Hermine," which "Birgetta," which "Perelka," etc. I still can't say whether identifying the defendants 

was just a legal formality, the Germans being sticklers about procedure, or whether it was a subtle plot to 

discredit survivors. When the judge asked my mother to identify the guards from up close, she refused, 

saying that, if she got any nearer, she would beat them. Exasperated, the judge then asked my mother to 

identify them from an album collecting contemporary photographs from Maijdanek of the guards. She 

again refused. "I won't look at them alive in the camp. If you give me pictures of them dead, not only will I 

look at them, I'll do a dance for the courtroom." Although my mother might seem in retrospect a willfully 

uncooperative witness, I don't fault her. Having dragged on for years, the Dusseldorf proceedings no 

longer carried moral weight. Scores of witnesses had already identified these beasts, and the defendants 

themselves seemed bored to tears. Personally, I supported the Soviet style of meting out justice after 
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entering the camps at war's end: Line them up, shoot them down. 

 

One evening we attended a gathering in a Dusseldorf synagogue. Each of the survivor-witnesses was 

invited to say a few words. The former inmate who had testified just before my mother said coming to 

Germany was the happiest day in her life. Happiest? My mother and I looked at each other in 

consternation: Was she insane or just an idiot? Truly, the best hadn't survived. As it happened, my mother 

knew this woman from the Warsaw ghetto. I expected that their seeing each other again would be an 

occasion replete with pathos, but they only exchanged a few cursory words and swiftly parted ways, never 

to meet again. The woman was nervous, my mother subsequently explained, because the ghetto resistance 

had targeted her in leaflets for death as a collaborator. She apparently guessed that my mother knew. After 

the synagogue we visited the home of several German Jews who remained in Germany after the war. One 

was named Karl Marx. He was a writer, and had just completed a book on the Nazi holocaust. My mother 

quietly withdrew to an adjacent bedroom to read it and came out a couple of hours later pronouncing the 

volume excellent. (She was being polite.) Somehow we got on the subject of the Israel-Palestine conflict. 

Marx said some pretty disgusting things. "The only thing Arabs ever invented was camel s***." My mother 

and I looked at each other knowingly: He had obviously learned a lot from the Nazi holocaust. 

 

The most notorious of the female guards at Maijdanek was Birgetta. Whip in hand, she used to stride into 

the main courtyard of the camp trailed by German shepherds. One evening after my mother had just given 

several consecutive hours of testimony, we were exiting the courthouse into the darkness when I noticed, 

but my mother didn't, Birgetta casually walking almost shoulder-to-shoulder with me, my mother on the 

other side. My whole being started to quiver. I waited for Birgetta to get several hundred feet ahead, and 

then turned to my mother: "Do you know who that is?" "Birgetta?" my mother gasped. "Yes! Do you 

want me to get her?" "Get her! Get her!" my mother screamed hysterically. "They think we're sheep! 

They think we're sheep!" Although pathologically mindful of my physical safety, afterwards she never 

expressed regret about commanding me to exact retribution. In fact I'm certain she would have lost all 

respect for me if I silently abided this colossal, ineffable affront. Despising Martin Luther King's turn-the-

other-cheek philosophy, my mother on the contrary admired Malcolm X for advocating that each blow be 

returned in kind. To teach them a lesson; to avenge the dead; to keep one's honor. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20081219162814/http://www.normanfinkelstein.com/article.php?pg=18&ar=1   

https://web.archive.org/web/20081219162814/http:/www.normanfinkelstein.com/article.php?pg=18&ar=1
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The Death Of A Government Clerk 

by Anton Chekhov 

 

In this story, Chekhov takes aim at the overtly hierarchical order of Russian society, where lowly workers 

and clerks often endure humiliating and ingratiating discomforts to avoid displeasing superiors. This story 

is also known as The Death of a Civil Servant. 

 

 

Sergey Ilyushin, Soviet aircraft designer, 1910 

ONE fine evening, a no less fine government clerk called Ivan Dmitritch Tchervyakov was sitting in the 

second row of the stalls, gazing through an opera glass at the Cloches de Corneville. He gazed and felt 

at the acme of bliss. But suddenly. . . . In stories one so often meets with this "But suddenly." The 

https://americanliterature.com/author/anton-chekhov
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authors are right: life is so full of surprises! But suddenly his face puckered up, his eyes disappeared, 

his breathing was arrested . . . he took the opera glass from his eyes, bent over and . . . "Aptchee!!" he 

sneezed as you perceive. It is not reprehensible for anyone to sneeze anywhere. Peasants sneeze and so 

do police superintendents, and sometimes even privy councillors. All men sneeze. Tchervyakov was not 

in the least confused, he wiped his face with his handkerchief, and like a polite man, looked round to see 

whether he had disturbed any one by his sneezing. But then he was overcome with confusion. He saw 

that an old gentleman sitting in front of him in the first row of the stalls was carefully wiping his bald 

head and his neck with his glove and muttering something to himself. In the old gentleman, 

Tchervyakov recognised Brizzhalov, a civilian general serving in the Department of Transport. 

"I have spattered him," thought Tchervyakov, "he is not the head of my department, but still it is 

awkward. I must apologise." 

Tchervyakov gave a cough, bent his whole person forward, and whispered in the general's ear. 

"Pardon, your Excellency, I spattered you accidentally. . . ." 

"Never mind, never mind." 

"For goodness sake excuse me, I . . . I did not mean to." 

"Oh, please, sit down! let me listen!" 

Tchervyakov was embarrassed, he smiled stupidly and fell to gazing at the stage. He gazed at it but was 

no longer feeling bliss. He began to be troubled by uneasiness. In the interval, he went up to Brizzhalov, 

walked beside him, and overcoming his shyness, muttered: 

"I spattered you, your Excellency, forgive me . . . you see . . . I didn't do it to . . . ." 

"Oh, that's enough . . . I'd forgotten it, and you keep on about it!" said the general, moving his lower 

lip impatiently. 

"He has forgotten, but there is a fiendish light in his eye," thought Tchervyakov, looking suspiciously at 

the general. "And he doesn't want to talk. I ought to explain to him . . . that I really didn't intend . . . 

that it is the law of nature or else he will think I meant to spit on him. He doesn't think so now, but he 

will think so later!" 

On getting home, Tchervyakov told his wife of his breach of good manners. It struck him that his wife 

took too frivolous a view of the incident; she was a little frightened, but when she learned that 

Brizzhalov was in a different department, she was reassured. 

"Still, you had better go and apologise," she said, "or he will think you don't know how to behave in 

public." 
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"That's just it! I did apologise, but he took it somehow queerly . . . he didn't say a word of sense. There 

wasn't time to talk properly." 

Next day Tchervyakov put on a new uniform, had his hair cut and went to Brizzhalov's to explain; 

going into the general's reception room he saw there a number of petitioners and among them the 

general himself, who was beginning to interview them. After questioning several petitioners the general 

raised his eyes and looked at Tchervyakov. 

"Yesterday at the Arcadia, if you recollect, your Excellency," the latter began, "I sneezed and . . . 

accidentally spattered . . . Exc. . . ." 

"What nonsense. . . . It's beyond anything! What can I do for you," said the general addressing the next 

petitioner. 

"He won't speak," thought Tchervyakov, turning pale; "that means that he is angry. . . . No, it can't be 

left like this. . . . I will explain to him." 

When the general had finished his conversation with the last of the petitioners and was turning towards 

his inner apartments, Tchervyakov took a step towards him and muttered: 

"Your Excellency! If I venture to trouble your Excellency, it is simply from a feeling I may say of 

regret! . . . It was not intentional if you will graciously believe me." 

The general made a lachrymose face, and waved his hand. 

"Why, you are simply making fun of me, sir," he said as he closed the door behind him. 

"Where's the making fun in it?" thought Tchervyakov, "there is nothing of the sort! He is a general, 

but he can't understand. If that is how it is I am not going to apologise to that fanfaron any more! The 

devil take him. I'll write a letter to him, but I won't go. By Jove, I won't." 

So thought Tchervyakov as he walked home; he did not write a letter to the general, he pondered and 

pondered and could not make up that letter. He had to go next day to explain in person. 

"I ventured to disturb your Excellency yesterday," he muttered, when the general lifted enquiring eyes 

upon him, "not to make fun as you were pleased to say. I was apologising for having spattered you in 

sneezing. . . . And I did not dream of making fun of you. Should I dare to make fun of you, if we should 

take to making fun, then there would be no respect for persons, there would be. . . ." 

"Be off!" yelled the general, turning suddenly purple, and shaking all over. 

"What?" asked Tchervyakov, in a whisper turning numb with horror. 
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"Be off!" repeated the general, stamping. 

Something seemed to give way in Tchervyakov's stomach. Seeing nothing and hearing nothing he 

reeled to the door, went out into the street, and went staggering along. . . . Reaching home 

mechanically, without taking off his uniform, he lay down on the sofa and died. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/anton-chekhov/short-story/the-death-of-a-government-clerk  
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When the COVID-19 pandemic started, many U.S. teens were more worried about the disruption to 

their education than the possibility of getting sick. A May 2020 survey of high school students found 

that they reported academics and work habits to be among their biggest challenges, ahead of mental 

and physical health. Nearly three-quarters (72%) indicated they were “very much” concerned with 

how COVID-19 would impact their school year. 

https://theconversation.com/profiles/leah-m-lessard-1219048
https://theconversation.com/institutions/university-of-connecticut-1342
https://theconversation.com/us/partners
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As a researcher who studies adolescent development, I was interested in whether and how teens’ school 

stress changed as the pandemic dragged on. So during the fall of 2020, my colleague and I surveyed 

adolescents about their academic concerns and the changes they noticed in school social dynamics. 

Our study, published in School Psychology, revealed that some school challenges increased, while 

others stayed about the same. 

Education concerns 

The 452 adolescents, aged 11-17, that we surveyed reported that they still worried about how COVID-

19 would impact their schoolwork. And concerns about academic motivation were most common. 

Teens most frequently worried about not being able to motivate themselves to do, or focus on, 

schoolwork. 

Do experts have something to add to public debate? 

We think so 

These academic worries were elevated among older students who were further along in secondary 

school, for whom graduation and college planning are more imminent. 

While our study did not collect academic achievement data, links between school stress and poorer 

academic outcomes highlight the importance of alleviating students’ academic worries in order to 

reduce potential pandemic-related learning loss. 

Less support from teachers 

In the early months of the pandemic, nearly one in four teens said they connected with teachers less 

than once a week after in-person school activities were canceled. We found this limited communication 

with teachers persisted into the 2020-2021 school year. 

In fact, nearly 70% of the teens in our sample reported communicating less frequently with teachers 

since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Many also perceived a decline in academic and emotional 

support from teachers, reported by 61% and 48% of the sample, respectively. 

Of course, it is critical to recognize how teachers’ lives have also been upended by the pandemic. 

Having to navigate family obligations, technology challenges, psychological strain and COVID-19 

health concerns, for example, may contribute to teacher burnout and mental health declines. 

Cyberbullying 

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=jB3jAv8AAAAJ&hl=en
https://hdfs.uconn.edu/person/rebecca-puhl/
https://doi.org/10.1037/spq0000443
https://doi.org/10.1007/s40688-014-0044-4
https://doi.org/10.1007/s40688-014-0044-4
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/17/e2022376118
https://www.surveymonkey.com/curiosity/common-sense-media-coronavirus/
https://www.ijopr.com/download/teachers-experiences-of-stress-and-their-coping-strategies-during-covid-19-induced-distance-teaching-8475.pdf
https://internal-journal.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.620718/full#B8
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijedro.2020.100016
https://doi.org/10.1080/2372966X.2020.1855473
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Although school is a common setting for bullying, we found that distance learning did not necessarily 

give students a reprieve from being mistreated by peers. Teens in our sample reported that 

cyberbullying remained relatively consistent since the COVID-19 pandemic began. 

In fact a notable proportion – one in three students – reported that cyberbullying “increased” and was 

“more of a problem” during this time period. 

It is possible that these increases reflect increases in social media use during the pandemic, given 

potential links between social media use and cyberbullying. 

It is important to note that our study assessed only experiences of general cyberbullying. We believe 

attention toward teens’ online experiences of bias-based bullying is much needed. One study, conducted 

in the spring of 2020, found that nearly half of Chinese American youth were targets of COVID-19-

related racial discrimination online. 

Back-to-school tips 

To alleviate teens’ academic worries, schools can cultivate structure and routine for students as they 

resume some normalcy. 

Social connection and communication between students and teachers should be prioritized, including 

opportunities for students to express their worries early on. Meeting with guidance counselors for 

support at the outset of the upcoming school year may help students cope with the transition out of the 

pandemic. 

With the switch back to classroom instruction, schools should also ensure that teachers have the 

resources they need, including clear administrative guidance, to support students and avoid burnout 

during this reintegration period. 

To get teens excited about the upcoming school year, parents might encourage them to reconnect over 

the summer with classmates they may have lost touch with during the pandemic. Video chatting with 

friends may help students reestablish social bonds and increase enjoyment of school once the academic 

year begins. After all, teens often report that they go to school to be with their friends, and such 

friendships can help them navigate academic demands and other school-related challenges. 

https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-

school-

163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2

016%202021%20-

%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%

20-

%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monit

or_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20di

sconnected%20from%20school   

https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-psych-010213-115030
https://doi.org/10.1037/cbs0000215
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1054139X20301075
https://doi.org/10.1542/peds.2020-021816
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jadohealth.2020.09.026
https://doi.org/10.1177/0265407521998459
https://doi.org/10.1002/cd.121
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
https://theconversation.com/pandemic-has-teens-feeling-worried-unmotivated-and-disconnected-from-school-163120?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990&utm_content=Special%20Back%20To%20School%20%20August%2016%202021%20-%202032619990+Version+B+CID_1f16a9ac99de7cf66a9f270e733fe129&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Pandemic%20has%20teens%20feeling%20worried%20unmotivated%20and%20disconnected%20from%20school
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By Megan Kimble 

Drone Photography by Brontë Wittpenn 

July 12, 2021 

A version of this story ran in the July/August 2021 issue. 

On January 19, 2018, shortly before 10 a.m., Robin Lafleur exited Texas Highway 290 at South First 

Street, as she did every morning on her way to work at Austin Habitat for Humanity. It was a cold, 

cloudy morning but Lafleur was in a good mood. She finally felt settled in her new home, which she’d 

bought less than a year before in Cedar Park, a suburb northwest of Austin. It was a Friday and she 

had happy hour plans with friends after work, so she was wearing one of her favorite outfits—maroon 

jeggings and a new mauve sweater with matching boots. 

She doesn’t remember much about what happened next. As she merged onto the frontage road, a car 

stopped abruptly in front of her. She slammed into it. When she woke up, she was in a hospital gown at 

St. David’s South Austin Medical Center—nurses had cut her clothes off her body to take a CT scan. 

The concussion she suffered kept her out of work for more than three months. “I was told that to heal, I 

needed to sit in a quiet room and let the time go by,” she says. “It was horrific because the days went by 

so slowly.” 

Before she moved, Lafleur had been renting an apartment less than 10 minutes from her office, but she 

wanted to own a home in the city where she grew up. She soon realized her nonprofit salary wouldn’t 

get her very far. If you can’t afford to buy in Austin, Lafleur says, “You’re left up a creek without a 

paddle. Or you use that paddle and you travel to Cedar Park.” 

https://www.texasobserver.org/issues/july-august-2021/
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As the price of housing in Austin has skyrocketed, low- and middle-income people like Lafleur have left 

the city in droves, seeking cheaper housing in the suburbs strung along Interstate 35—Round Rock and 

Pflugerville to the north, Buda and Kyle to the south, all of which have at least doubled or tripled in 

population since 2000. After she closed on her house, Lafleur joined the thousands of other people who 

crowd I-35 every day to get home, sitting in traffic for nearly 90 minutes to travel 25 miles. “At this 

point, driving on 35, which I still do every day, it’s a very, very stressful and anxiety-causing event,” 

she says. 

 

BRONTË WITTPENN 

I-35 separates East Austin from downtown. 

The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) wants to fix Lafleur’s commute. In early 2020, 

after nearly three decades of planning, discussion, and community input, the Texas Transportation 

Commission, which oversees TxDOT, voted to allocate $7.5 billion to the I-35 Capital Express Project, 

which includes plans to expand an 8-mile segment of I-35 through central Austin. 

The stretch of I-35 that passes through downtown Austin is both the most congested stretch of highway 

in the state and the most dangerous roadway in the city—1 in 4 traffic fatalities in Austin occur on the 

highway or its frontage roads. The goal of the expansion, says Susan Fraser, the program manager for 

the I-35 project, is to make the highway safer and more efficient for the more than 200,000 vehicles that 

https://my35capex.com/
https://mobility.tamu.edu/texas-most-congested-roadways/
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use it every day. TxDOT plans to do that by adding managed lanes, restricted to vehicles with two or 

more people in them. 

“I know there’s the mindset that if you build it, they will come,” says Diann Hodges, a spokesperson for 

TxDOT’s Austin district. “Well, they have come. Anybody who lives or drives in Austin knows the 

congestion that we’re dealing with. So we’ve got to make improvements to the road that is there to 

make it accessible to everyone.” 

Texas’ population is projected to nearly double by 2050. Most of that growth will happen in urban 

areas like Austin, which has been the fastest-growing major metropolitan region in the country over the 

past decade. Texas leaders have decided that to accommodate that growth, the state urgently needs “to 

get new roads built swiftly and effectively,” as Governor Greg Abbott has promised. Despite the fact 

that it is much more efficient, sustainable, and safe to move people through crowded cities by other 

modes—like buses and trains—TxDOT spends essentially all of its funding on enabling seamless car 

travel. Since 2015, TxDOT has committed more than $25 billion to “congestion relief” projects across 

the state and has plans to expand highways in Houston, San Antonio, Dallas, Fort Worth, and El Paso. 

This is how transportation departments across the country have functioned for decades—building ever 

bigger highways to fix traffic—despite the reams of evidence that it doesn’t work. Between 1993 and 

2017, the 100 largest urbanized areas in the United States spent more than $500 billion adding new 

freeways or expanding existing ones. In those same cities, congestion increased by 144 percent, 

significantly outpacing population growth. “I think traffic engineers tend to think traffic is like a liquid. 

If the pipes aren’t big enough, then it gets plugged up and overflows,” says Robert Goodspeed, a 

professor of urban planning at the University of Michigan. “The solution is building bigger pipes. But 

all of the evidence says that that’s not true, that instead [traffic] is much more like a gas, meaning the 

volume of traffic congestion will expand to take up the capacity allowed.” 

If traffic can expand, it can also contract. Advocates in Texas are at the epicenter of a national 

movement asking: What if, instead of building our aging roads back wider and higher—doubling down 

on the displacement that began in the 1950s and the climate consequences unfolding now—we removed 

those highways altogether? What if we restored the scarred, paved-over land they inhabit and gave it 

back to the communities it was taken from? 

* 

On a breezy, warm day in April, State Representative Armando Walle appeared before the House 

Transportation Committee to introduce House Joint Resolution 109, a measure that would put to a 

public vote whether to allow for state highway funds to be spent on things other than roadways, 

including sidewalks, bike lanes, and public transportation. Dozens of Texans testified in support of the 

bill. About an hour into the hearing, Jack Finger, a member of the advocacy group Texans for Toll 

Free Highways, testified against the measure. “Do not take my gas tax dollars for the bus, nor for bike 

paths, nor for sidewalks,” he said. “The local municipalities can pay for their own. To me it smacks at a 

socialistic attempt to get me out of my vehicle.” HJR 109 was left pending in committee. 

https://ftp.txdot.gov/pub/txdot/tcl/tcl-summary.pdf
https://ftp.txdot.gov/pub/txdot/commission/2021/0324/2.pdf
https://t4america.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Congestion-Report-2020-FINAL.pdf
https://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=87R&Bill=HJR109
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The idea that public transit is for socialists and that highways enable free-market capitalism pervades 

the state’s politics. According to Farm&City, a nonprofit that advocates for sustainable development 

across the state, Texas is one of only a few states in the country without dedicated state funding for 

public transportation in major metro areas. Over the past two decades, surveys have found that people 

who live in these urban areas, as 85 percent of Texans do, have consistently said they would prefer 

investments in public transit instead of bigger highways. Even the outgoing CEO of TxDOT, James 

Bass, said earlier this year that he’d like to see more investment in transit: “With the projected 

population and growth in the state of Texas, I think as we move forward in time, we’ll need to consider 

investment in additional modes.” 

But the Legislature has refused. State law requires roughly 97 percent of TxDOT’s roughly $15 billion 

annual budget to be spent on roadways. For decades, Texas Republicans have contended that highways 

are the engine that powers the state’s economy. “Everything we’re doing for transportation 

infrastructure feeds into keeping Texas number one in the nation for economic development,” Abbott 

said in January. 

It’s the same argument advanced by the Associated General Contractors of Texas (AGC), which 

represents 85 percent of the state’s highway contractors. Between January 2013 and December 2020, 

AGC contributed more than $2.5 million to Texas officeholders, most of that to powerful Republicans, 

and another $2.2 million to Texas Infrastructure Now, a pro-road-building political action committee, 

according to Texans for Public Justice. In that time span, the group donated $375,200 to Texans for 

Greg Abbott, $334,950 to Texans for Dan Patrick, and $303,100 to Senator Robert Nichols, the chair of 

the Senate Transportation Committee. Terry Canales, the Democratic chair of the House 

Transportation Committee, received just $4,000. 

“As TxDOT considers how to rebuild I-35 through central Austin, we wonder, Why don’t they consider 

other modes?” says Bo McCarver, a community activist in East Austin who worked for TxDOT from 

1980 to 1999. “Well, AGC is not going to let you. The Legislature’s not going to let you.” AGC did not 

respond to multiple requests for comment for this story. 

https://www.farmandcity.org/
https://kinder.rice.edu/issue/transportation
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IVAN ARMANDO FLORES/THE TEXAS OBSERVER 

The Dewitt C. Greer State Highway Building, on 11th Street across from the state Capitol. 

“TxDOT and AGC have formed a symbiotic relationship over the years,” writes Gary Scharrer, a 

former journalist turned AGC spokesperson, in his 2020 book, Connecting Texas: True Tales of the 

People Who Built Our Highways and Bridges. Doug Pitcock, the founder and CEO of Williams Brothers 

Construction, the company responsible for expanding Houston’s Katy Freeway to 26 lanes, told 

Scharrer that mass transit “is not a solution for solving the congestion problem on the highways. … In 

my opinion, you will never do away with cars.” Pitcock himself has donated nearly $5 million to Texas 

officeholders since 2013, according to the Texas Ethics Commission, with most of that going to 

Republican candidates or PACs. 

The assertion that a Texan will always require a car is a self-fulfilling prophecy. In 1967, DeWitt Greer, 

the head of the Texas Highway Department—as TxDOT was known until 1975—said upon his 

retirement that mass transit was not the answer for Texas. “It would take a generation to break Texans 

of the comfortable and convenient habit of riding in the automobile. If we are to please the 

taxpayers,” he said, “then we must develop more adequate thoroughfares in the urban areas.” 

Two generations later, the costs of that habit have come due. 

https://infrastructure.agctx.org/item/430-connecting-texas-the-making-of-the-book
https://infrastructure.agctx.org/item/430-connecting-texas-the-making-of-the-book
https://www.texasmonthly.com/news-politics/the-highway-establishment-and-how-it-grew-and-grew-and-grew/
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Even as cars have become more fuel-efficient and electric vehicles have trickled into the market, 

greenhouse gas emissions from passenger vehicles have continued to climb. In Austin, the average 

driver emitted 12 percent more greenhouse gases in 2017 than they did in 1990, according to a New 

York Times analysis of road emission data. In Dallas-Fort Worth, the average driver emitted 27 percent 

more. “Suburban driving, including commuting, has been a major contributor to the expanding carbon 

footprint of urban areas,” the project’s lead researcher concluded. 

In 2018, the last time TxDOT did an analysis of the greenhouse gases generated on its roads, it found 

that road emissions in Texas account for 0.48 percent of total worldwide carbon dioxide emissions, even 

as the state accounts for only 0.38 percent of the world’s population. Today, TxDOT insists that fixing 

congestion will help reduce emissions, arguing that cars run more efficiently at higher speeds, 

despite research that shows emissions are more closely tied to distance traveled. Meanwhile, taking 

public transit can reduce average greenhouse gas emissions per mile by half, according to the U.S. 

Department of Transportation—and cut your chances of dying or being seriously injured in a car crash 

by 90 percent, according to a study by the American Public Transportation Association. 

* 

In Round Rock, 20 miles from Lafleur’s home, a limestone brick wall edges a rolling green golf course 

tucked just west of Texas Highway 130. Behind the wall, two-story homes sprout along streets with 

names like Asher Blue Drive and Lady Swiss Lane. Polyethylene wrapping flaps in the wind as workers 

install roofing shingles and hammer in siding. Some homes have cars parked in driveways and plants 

spilling out of terra-cotta pots; others are still plywood skeletons. 

In 2015, this area—traffic analysis zone (TAZ) 1797—had a population of 6,879, according to the 

Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO). By 2045, the agency predicts the 

population will more than quadruple. 

This projection doesn’t match the on-the-ground reality, says Cole Kitten, a planner in the City of 

Austin’s Transportation Department, because population growth is not linear. Some TAZs may have 

experienced rapid growth over the past decade as subdivisions were built on vacant land and people 

moved into new homes, but once those areas are built out, that growth should effectively get shut off. In 

March 2020, Kitten wrote an email to Ann Kitchen, a member of Austin’s city council and the vice-

chair of CAMPO’s transportation policy board, to express his concerns. “This is not how demographic 

forecasting is done, anywhere,” he wrote. 

Most urban areas are required under federal law to create regional planning organizations that study 

and predict future travel demand based on population growth. These plans become the basis for how 

TxDOT prioritizes projects and allocates funding across Texas. “We do build to projections. So we look 

forward to say, ‘OK, what do we anticipate the traffic will be in so many years?’” says Hodges, the 

TxDOT spokesperson. “We are trying to accommodate what is going to be there.” 

But the act of predicting itself can shape the future. “A lot of people want to avoid the conversation of 

what is desirable and they just say, ‘Well, the number says this, and so we’ve got to accommodate it,’” 

says University of Michigan professor Robert Goodspeed. He calls this “colonizing the future.” If you 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/10/10/climate/driving-emissions-map.html
https://ftp.txdot.gov/pub/txdot-info/env/toolkit/725-01-rpt.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1361920912000727
https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/PublicTransportationsRoleInRespondingToClimateChange2010.pdf
https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/Resources/resources/reportsandpublications/Documents/APTA-Hidden-Traffic-Safety-Solution-Public-Transportation.pdf
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plan for a future of car-centric sprawl, that’s what you’ll get. If you don’t build bus lanes or light rail 

stations, people won’t take public transit. If you don’t build enough housing to enable people like 

Lafleur to buy homes near their jobs, those people will climb in their cars and drive until they can 

afford one. 

In 2019, an outside consulting firm hired by TxDOT for a different project looked at CAMPO’s long-

term population growth rates and registered similar concerns as Kitten, concluding the growth rates 

were “outside the range used in most studies.” If that population growth didn’t materialize, the 

company wrote, “the roadway configuration could be overdesigned at a higher monetary cost, with 

more disruption to the local community, and potentially include a greater environmental impact.” 

These concerns went unaddressed. CAMPO formally adopted the 2045 plan in May of last year, 

projecting significant population growth in Williamson County, where Round Rock and Cedar Park 

are located. Now, Kitten worries the same flawed growth models will be used to plan the I-35 corridor. 

If TxDOT engineers use CAMPO’s population growth forecasts, as they’ve said they will, they might 

conclude that a much wider highway in Austin is required to accommodate the booming population 

growth projected in Williamson County—even if the only way to make that growth materialize is by 

building a bigger highway. 

* 

Adam Greenfield powers up a blue decibel meter the size of a cell phone. Greenfield, a longtime activist 

and the founder of a grassroots campaign called Rethink35, stands on a hill overlooking Interstate 35, 

where East Ninth Street ends at a guardrail and tumbles sharply down a grassy slope toward the 

highway. It’s a brisk January morning, and Austin’s downtown glistens in a spread of glass and steel, a 

dozen cranes perched above. Traffic roars below, and the screen flickers as the foam-covered 

microphone registers a reading: 82. Anything over 85 decibels can cause permanent hearing damage, 

Greenfield says—one of many ways the highway harms people who live nearby. He makes note of the 

recording, part of his campaign to turn I-35 back into a boulevard. 

What is now I-35 was once East Avenue, a four-lane boulevard split by a wide grassy median dotted 

with impeccably manicured bushes and trees. Families picnicked in the shade between the northbound 

and soundbound lanes. In 1943, the Austin Chamber of Commerce released a film welcoming 

newcomers to what it called “the Friendly City.” Among scenes of Austin’s treasures—Congress 

Avenue, the University of Texas, the 340-acre Zilker Park—the video included a shot of East Avenue. 

“Would you believe this was once a cow pasture?” the narrator intones with a Texas twang. “Under a 

program of civic improvement, it was changed into East Avenue, a pleasure to the eye and a major 

north-south thoroughfare.” A stone-lined drainage ditch crosses the foreground; in the background is a 

row of red-brick buildings. Two skinny-limbed kids sprint across the frame. 

https://www.campotexas.org/regional-transportation-plans/2045-plan/
https://www.rethink35.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIdgMvyRCzE
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COURTESY HUSTON-TILLOTSON UNIVERSITY DOWNS-JONES LIBRARY ARCHIVES AND 

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, DOWNS-JONES LIBRARY, HUSTON-TILLOTSON UNIVERSITY 

In 1947, students and their families gathered in the median of East Avenue, now I-35, and received 

diplomas from Samuel Huston College. Today, advocates want to return I-35 to a boulevard. 

In 1928, the city’s first comprehensive plan created a 6-square-mile “Negro District” on the east side of 

town, effectively prohibiting Black people from living west of East Avenue. Starting in the 1950s, the 

construction of I-35 consumed the boulevard, demolishing hundreds of homes and businesses and 

erecting a physical barrier between neighborhoods of color and the heart of the city. There is essentially 

no urban highway in the United States that didn’t unleash similar violence on Black and Hispanic 

people so that white people could get home faster. Even before the Federal-Aid Highway Act passed in 

1956, highway builders and car manufacturers promised not only to revitalize downtowns by 

connecting suburban commuters to city centers, but also to “displace outmoded business sections and 

undesirable slum areas,” according to a General Motors promotional video made in 1939. According to 

Eric Avila, an urban planning professor at the University of California Los Angeles, between 1956 and 

1966, highway construction consumed 37,000 units of housing in cities across the country annually, 

displacing hundreds of thousands of people. 
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Greenfield wants TxDOT to tear down I-35 through central Austin and replace it with a modernized 

version of East Avenue: a boulevard with space for cars but also bike paths and bus lanes and wide 

sidewalks, lined with apartments and offices and restaurants, trees shading courtyard cafes. His 

proposal is a more radical version of a campaign called Reconnect Austin, which would have TxDOT 

tear down the elevated decks that clatter over the city, depress the highway belowground from Lady 

Bird Lake to Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard, and cover most of it with a boulevard and parks, 

stitched into the street grid. Heyden Black Walker, an architect and urban planner who leads 

Reconnect Austin, says the city could reclaim nearly 74 acres of land currently occupied by frontage 

roads and highway barriers where it could build thousands of units of affordable housing near jobs, 

thus removing some of the demand on the highway. 

 

https://reconnectaustin.com/
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I-345 crosses Commerce Street in Dallas’ historic Deep Ellum neighborhood.  MEGAN KIMBLE 

 

Removing I-35 “is a chance to right a very, very grievous wrong,” Greenfield says. “I feel very mixed 

when I look at it. I feel the full force of its social, environmental, economic impacts, which are dire. But 

then I look at it and I’m like, wow. This could be more incredible than any of us could ever fathom.”  

The idea of highway removal has been around almost as long as highways themselves. In the mid-1950s, 

the California Highway Commission started construction on Interstate 480, known as the Embarcadero 

Freeway, to connect the Bay Bridge on San Francisco’s east side with the Golden Gate Bridge. More 

than a mile was built, obstructing views of the bay and cutting off Telegraph Hill from the waterfront. 

In 1959, after thousands of people organized, San Francisco’s board of supervisors voted to cancel 

further construction, citing “the demolition of homes, the destruction of residential areas, [and] the 

forced uprooting and relocation of individuals, families, and business enterprises.” In the mid-1980s, 

local leaders proposed tearing it down; voters rejected the proposal, convinced that it would cause 

gridlock. Then, on October 17, 1989, the Loma Prieta earthquake rocked the city, damaging the 

highway structure beyond repair. As city leaders dithered about what to do, drivers simply 

maneuvered around the highway and got where they were going without noticeable delays. Bus 

ridership increased 15 percent. Public opinion turned—maybe the highway wasn’t so necessary after 

all. Demolition was completed in 1993; by 2002, the space was transformed into an airy, populated, 

palm tree-lined boulevard, surrounded by apartments, restaurants, and offices. 

In 2004, Milwaukee Mayor John Norquist, who had successfully campaigned to remove a mile-long 

spur of the elevated Park East Freeway in his hometown, stepped down to lead a nonprofit called 

Congress for New Urbanism (CNU), where he began a campaign for the removal of urban 

highways across the country. By 2020, CNU had active campaigns in nearly 30 cities, from Pasadena, 

California, to Syracuse, New York. Some campaigns call for full demolition, replacing highways with 

boulevards like in San Francisco. Others propose a vision like Reconnect Austin—depressing a 

highway and covering it with a park at street level, as Dallas did over the Woodall Rodgers Freeway in 

2012. Although more than a dozen highways have since been removed, the idea has remained mostly an 

aspirational one, promulgated by urbanist nonprofits like CNU and the occasional mayor. 

That is until President Joe Biden appointed Pete Buttigieg to lead the U.S. Department of 

Transportation. Seemingly overnight, the harms wrought by urban highways became mainstream 

news. In January, Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer introduced his sweeping Economic Justice 

Act, with $10 billion of funding specifically earmarked for highway removal or retrofit, and a directive 

for agencies “to focus on improvements that will benefit the populations impacted by or previously 

displaced by the infrastructural barrier.” At the end of March, Biden doubled down on this pledge 

when he unveiled a $2 trillion infrastructure plan that included a proposed $20 billion to “redress 

historic inequities and build the future of transportation infrastructure.” That same month, the Federal 

Highway Administration intervened to stop the expansion of I-45 in Houston, citing civil rights 

concerns. 

* 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/06mar/07.cfm
https://www.cnu.org/our-projects/highways-boulevards
https://www.cnu.org/our-projects/highways-boulevards
https://usa.streetsblog.org/2021/01/11/senate-considering-10b-highway-removal-bill/
https://www.texasobserver.org/in-houston-a-plan-to-expand-interstate-45-encounters-federal-pushback/
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When you’re in a car, I-345 is a blink-and-you’ll-miss-it highway. It’s a quick swoosh through 

downtown Dallas, connecting I-45 with U.S. Highway 75. You don’t even see a sign for I-345 until 

you’re on it. By that time, you’re halfway through the 1.4-mile stretch, suspended 25 feet in the air by 

concrete. A billboard welcomes you to the historic neighborhood of Deep Ellum as you speed past. 

Traveling at 70 miles per hour, your experience of I-345 lasts for less than a minute. 

Down on the ground, however, the experience of the highway is generational. Deep Ellum was 

originally settled by former slaves after the Civil War and became the cultural heart of Black Dallas. 

Businesses like La Conga Cafe and Gypsy Tea Room formed the backbone of a thriving Black 

community. Dozens of theaters and clubs along Elm Street would launch the careers of jazz and blues 

musicians in the 1920s and 1930s. As European immigrants settled in the neighborhood and opened 

grocery stores and pawnshops, Deep Ellum became one of the city’s few integrated communities. But 

starting in the 1950s, urban renewal came for Deep Ellum. By 1973, the elevated highway cut the 

neighborhood in half and consumed 54 city blocks, including the historic Harlem Theater in the heart 

of the community. By the late 1970s, most businesses had shuttered, and the neighborhood slowly 

emptied out. 

In 2002, when Patrick Kennedy moved to Dallas, fresh with a degree in landscape architecture from 

Pennsylvania State University, he rented a place in Deep Ellum and walked to work. He’d wanted to 

live near his new job downtown, so every day, he’d walk along cracked sidewalks, past public storage 

facilities, boarded-up buildings, and surface parking lots, the black asphalt radiating heat in the 

summer. He’d walk under I-345, the canopy casting a long shadow blocks beyond its physical reach. 

And he’d wonder: Couldn’t this be something better? 

Almost a decade later, the City of Dallas published a master plan for downtown that concluded that the 

inner highway loop was “a significant barrier to surrounding neighborhoods” but that fixing it was a 

“long-term and expensive proposition.” TxDOT had announced plans to rebuild every other highway 

that encircled downtown, save for I-345. Kennedy and a friend studied the traffic flows on the eastern 

edge of the city and saw that, while the highway was often congested during peak hours, the city streets 

that surrounded it sat empty. The highway had scrambled the local grid, disrupting the north-south 

flow of streets, which were built to carry much more traffic than they did. 

“So we said, ‘OK, hypothetically, what if we just remove the thing?’” Kennedy says. They mapped the 

highway’s right of way and the underdeveloped land that surrounded it and found that it affected 

hundreds of acres representing billions of dollars in developable land and millions in property tax 

revenue, in a city that desperately needed the money to fund basic services like schools and sewage. “I 

had to pitch it to the power structure of Dallas. What do they care about? They care about money,” 

Kennedy says. The financial pitch was the Trojan horse for other, harder-to-quantify benefits, he 

says—equity, environment, quality of life. 

Kennedy got the ear of an unconventional member of the Texas Transportation Commission, Victor 

Vandergriff, who commissioned a 2016 study called CityMap that, for the first time in the agency’s 

history, included the full removal of an elevated highway as an option. TxDOT engineers talked to 

hundreds of people across the city, and public feedback was decisive: People didn’t care all that much 

about congestion. They cared a lot about community and connectivity and parks and housing. 

https://www.coalitionforanewdallas.org/featured-posts/coalition-for-a-new-dallas-3
http://dallascitymap.com/index.html
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Removing I-345, the study found, would increase congestion delays on nearby thoroughfares by just 1 

minute. 

CityMap was unlike any document TxDOT had ever produced, representing an inflection point in how 

some TxDOT engineers, at least in Dallas, considered their work. “We’re not here to move cars,” says 

Mo Bur, TxDOT’s Dallas district engineer. “We’re here to have a project that will address all kinds of 

transportation. And then, once we leave, what does it do to the community that the highway went 

through?” 

According to a 2021 report, 377 acres of land in the core of the ninth-most-populous city in the country 

had either been subsumed by I-345 or depressed by its presence. This represented more than $9 billion 

in developable land and $255 million in total annual property tax revenue. Removing the highway 

could create the capacity for 59,000 new jobs and as many as 26,000 housing units, the report found. 

For years, job growth has clustered in the suburbs north of Dallas while most of the affordable housing 

has stayed south of I-30. “The typical response has been, ‘Well, how do we help low-income people 

drive and access jobs that are going increasingly farther to the north?’” says Kennedy, who also serves 

on the board of Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART). “My response has been, ‘Why don’t we bring 

housing and jobs closer together and reorient downtown as the center of job growth?’” 

The business community got on board immediately. “Buy land,” Mark Twain famously wrote. “They 

aren’t making it anymore.” Removing I-345 would do just that—make land, and very valuable land at 

that. But who would profit from this new land, ripped from a thriving Black community a generation 

before? 

In St. Paul, Minnesota, the construction of I-94 through a predominantly Black neighborhood called 

Rondo claimed more than 700 homes. In 2020, a nonprofit called Reconnect Rondo calculated that the 

loss of that home equity represented at least $157 million of generational wealth taken from Black 

families—the equivalent of 4,800 four-year college degrees. Policies to repair the harms wrought by a 

highway like I-345, which disproportionately impacted Black families and businesses, cannot be race-

neutral, says Jerry Hawkins, the executive director of Dallas Truth, Racial Healing & Transformation. 

Removing the highway is great, he says, “but for who?” 

He’s skeptical that the land created by removing the highway will actually help the people—or their 

descendants—who were so violently displaced by its construction. “There are a lot of larger 

conversations in urban development about what reparations would look like,” says Ben Crowther, a 

program manager for CNU’s Highways to Boulevards program. “As we think about removing things 

like highways, what are ways that we could provide benefits to community members for whom the 

highway was a barrier—who are no longer there?” 

Amy Stelly, an architect and the founder of the Claiborne Avenue Alliance in New Orleans, is one of 

many advocates pushing to put the land liberated by a highway removal into a community land trust, 

which separates the ownership of a structure—like a single-family home or an apartment complex—

from the land beneath it, to create permanently affordable housing. “What a land trust must do now is 

put that affordable housing back so that the people who make New Orleans New Orleans can move 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ca38007ebfc7fa4d9ea98a8/t/607735174a64770f47e9d3d4/1618425120572/Coalition+-+Urban+Key+-+45-345+Summary+Report+021521-edit-reduced+size.pdf
https://reconnectrondo.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Rondo-Past-Prosperity-Study.pdf
https://dallastrht.org/
https://www.claiborneavenuealliance.com/
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back into the neighborhood,” says Stelly, who is Black and grew up within blocks of the highway she’s 

fighting to tear down. 

Because of a 1995 state law governing the sale of highway right of ways, the City of Dallas—or a 

nonprofit community land trust—would have to buy any “surplus” land created by the removal of I-

345 from TxDOT at fair market value, likely out of reach for anyone but for-profit developers. “The 

majority is going to be folks who have money and opportunity to develop it. That’s definitely not Black 

and brown folks,” Hawkins says. But that’s where federal funding—the $10 billion earmarked by 

Senator Schumer in his Economic Justice Act, the $20 billion in Biden’s American Jobs Plan—could 

potentially be transformative, putting that land back into community control. “Thankfully, highway 

removal is glamorous now,” Stelly says. 

* 

Like so many others, Robin Lafleur was grounded at home for most of 2020. In some ways, it was a 

relief. “It was refreshing to not be on the road in all of the hustle and bustle of I-35,” she says—a gift to 

get three hours of her day back. In November, she started commuting again, three to four days a week, 

50 miles a day. She looked into taking transit, hoping she would be able to work on the way, but it 

would have added two hours to her round-trip journey. 

In 2013, the Texas A&M Transportation Institute modeled seven scenarios to solve congestion on I-35 

as Austin boomed. “Congestion will be severe even if a substantial amount of roadway capacity 

(typically as lanes) is added,” the study concluded, recommending that planners focus on managing 

demand on the highway—shifting 40 percent of commuters to work-from-home, creating virtual classes 

for university students, replacing in-person retail shopping with online shopping. 

In March 2020, those recommendations became reality. After stay-at-home orders for COVID-19 went 

into effect, vehicle trips dropped by roughly 40 percent on I-35 and congestion all but disappeared. 

“One of the things about the virus that I think is so important is that up until now that’s been a 

theoretical model, which might have been wrong,” says Heyden Black Walker of Reconnect Austin. In 

May 2020, anyone could go for a drive and see it for themselves—the fact that you don’t have to get rid 

of all cars to solve most traffic. “I think we should use the pandemic as a time to really learn and 

reevaluate what we’re doing.” 

In late 2020, TxDOT released renderings for I-35 that showed a 20-lane highway, including frontage 

roads, an increase of eight lanes. “To spend $7 or $8 billion dollars on a project like that, to me, just 

doesn’t make sense when a better solution would be to figure out a way to improve commuter options, 

getting us from one spot to another in a safer vehicle,” Lafleur says. “In a bus or on a train where you 

don’t have to worry about people that aren’t paying attention while they’re driving.” Lafleur loves her 

job, helping people find homes in Austin. She just hates getting there. 

Do you think free access to journalism like this is important? The Texas Observer is known for its 

fiercely independent, uncompromising work—which we are pleased to provide to the public at no 

charge in this space. That means we rely on the generosity of our readers who believe that this work is 

https://static.tti.tamu.edu/tti.tamu.edu/documents/TTI-2013-18.pdf
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important. You can chip in for as little as 99 cents a month. If you believe in this mission, we need your 

help. 

LEARN MORE 

 

Megan Kimble is executive editor at the Observer and the author of Unprocessed: My City-Dwelling Year 

of Reclaiming Real Food. Follow her on Twitter @megankimble. 

https://www.texasobserver.org/the-road-home/?goal=0_975e2d1fa1-a2d1198b16-

34691563&mc_cid=a2d1198b16&mc_eid=719d1b7f9f 

  

https://www.texasobserver.org/join/
https://www.texasobserver.org/the-road-home/?goal=0_975e2d1fa1-a2d1198b16-34691563&mc_cid=a2d1198b16&mc_eid=719d1b7f9f
https://www.texasobserver.org/the-road-home/?goal=0_975e2d1fa1-a2d1198b16-34691563&mc_cid=a2d1198b16&mc_eid=719d1b7f9f
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The Back-to-School Shopping Tradition in History 

As more women went to college, department stores catered to them by setting up pop-up “college 

shops” every September. 

 

  

Jonathan Aprea/Wikimedia Commons 

By: Erin Blakemore  

  

Saddle shoes and sweaters, milk bars and ballerina flats. In the mid-twentieth century, you could find 

all four at college shops: pop-up stores for young women that appeared in early fall within large 

department stores. Historian Deirdre Clemente resurrects them as an example of the intriguing 

interconnections between buyers, sellers, and clothing manufacturers—places where you could 

both procure a Peter Pan–collared shirt and witness how young women influenced the world around 

them. 

https://daily.jstor.org/daily-author/erin-blakemore/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43919876?mag=the-back-to-school-shopping-tradition-in-history
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43919876?mag=the-back-to-school-shopping-tradition-in-history
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As women flocked to colleges and universities in the early twentieth century, they began to shape not 

just higher education but the fashion industry. Department stores, which had established themselves as 

the predominant clothing retailers by the early twentieth century, began to cater to college women. 

Then, in the 1930s, college shops emerged within department stores. Every September, women 

collegians could browse for the latest trends in college wear within a seasonal “shop” that offered 

clothing designed for and influenced by college students, who sometimes also worked in college shops 

themselves. 

Casual was the word of the day, even though women were mocked for “[blurring] casual and sloppy for 

an on-campus, unkempt look.” 

These trends were increasingly relaxed and focused on sportswear and separates, offering garments 

that were easy to mix and match. This was a new concept for older shoppers, who were used to more 

formal and inflexible looks. In contrast, college women would combine revealing, feminine-coded 

garments like shorts or skirts with masculine, sports-inspired shirts and sweaters. Casual was the word 

of the day, even though women were mocked for “[blurring] casual and sloppy for an on-campus, 

unkempt look,” as Clemente writes. 

But though college women set the fashion and offered both labor and valuable market research to the 

department stores, clothing manufacturers and executives were more conservative and tried to offer 

pieces that suited their preferred style. In turn, the students simply ignored many of the supposedly 

college-ready styles the retailers offered, gravitating toward garments like the Sloppy Joe, a massively 

oversized cardigan sweater that was “reviled” by parents and boyfriends—and so adored by college 

women that they flew off store shelves. 

Though stores leaned hard into gimmicks like milk bars or all-collegian sales staffs designed to lure in 

shoppers, writes Clemente, they were always a bit behind shoppers’ desires. “The industry’s general 

disapproval of menswear on women” was at odds with collegians who wanted to wear the very flat 

shoes, jeans, and sweaters they were told they shouldn’t want to wear. 

Weekly Newsletter 

Get your fix of JSTOR Daily’s best stories in your inbox each Thursday. 

Subscribe
 

Privacy Policy   Contact Us 

You may unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the provided link on any marketing message. 

The shops’ popularity was relatively short-lived, and college shops mostly folded by the 1970s. But they 

left lasting change in their wake. From the introduction of odd-numbered juniors sizes designed to 

cater to young people’s proportions to a preponderance of casual wear to an emphasis on fall as a time 

https://nces.ed.gov/pubs93/93442.pdf
https://daily.jstor.org/the-back-to-school-shopping-tradition-in-history/?utm_term=The%20Back-to-School%20Shopping%20Tradition%20in%20History&utm_campaign=jstordaily_08122021&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://daily.jstor.org/the-back-to-school-shopping-tradition-in-history/?utm_term=The%20Back-to-School%20Shopping%20Tradition%20in%20History&utm_campaign=jstordaily_08122021&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://about.jstor.org/privacy/
http://www.jstor.org/contact-us/
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to do back-to-school shopping, the college shops have a legacy even today. They were killed off by 

changing demographics, the rise of the teenager and the suburb, and collegians’ evolving preferences 

toward more individualized wear. “As the splinters in American youth culture became increasingly 

visible,” writes Clemente, “students began to dress in accordance with their political, cultural, racial, 

and ethnic affiliation.” 

Clothing is never just clothing—it’s laden with both expressive and historic potential. As young women 

expressed their preferences for comfortable clothes, Clemente implies, they influenced both industry 

and the world they lived in, embracing a casual style that embodied changing conceptions of femininity 

and American culture. 

 

Resources 

JSTOR is a digital library for scholars, researchers, and students. JSTOR Daily readers can access the 

original research behind our articles for free on JSTOR. 

The College Shop: Making, Selling, and Buying Women's Casual Clothing, 1930-1970 

By: Deirdre Clemente 

Journal of Social History, Vol. 49, No. 2, The Functions and Purpose of Vernacular Literacy (Winter 

2015), pp. 331-350 

Oxford University Press 

 

https://daily.jstor.org/the-back-to-school-shopping-tradition-in-history/?utm_term=The%20Back-to-

School%20Shopping%20Tradition%20in%20History&utm_campaign=jstordaily_08122021&utm_con

tent=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email  

https://www.jstor.org/stable/43919876?mag=the-back-to-school-shopping-tradition-in-history
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The FDA’s big gamble on the new Alzheimer’s drug 
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The Food and Drug Administration set off a firestorm of debate when it approved a new drug, aducanumab, 

for Alzheimer’s disease via an accelerated approval pathway. This decision ignored the recommendation of 

the FDA’s external advisory panel to reject the drug. 

The FDA grants accelerated approvals for drugs to treat serious illnesses for which there are no known, or at 

least very few, treatments. The type of data used to support accelerated approvals is very different from the 

typical benchmark safety and efficacy data required for approval. As a pharmacist and researcher, I have 

documented several reasons drug research conducted in a laboratory environment differs substantially from 

what is ultimately seen in people. The challenge lies in striking a balance between taking the time to ensure a 

treatment works and meeting urgent patient need. 

Using a different standard 

The FDA created an accelerated approval pathway for drugs treating serious diseases for which many patients 

feel a desperate need for more options. This has included treatment for advanced-stage cancer, multiple 

sclerosis and HIV, among others. 

When considering accelerated approval, the agency examines a drug’s efficacy using what’s called a 

“surrogate endpoint.” While most drug trials measure success based on clinical endpoints that determine 

whether a drug helps people feel better or live longer, like reducing heart attacks or strokes, surrogate 

endpoints measure biomarkers that suggest potential clinical benefit. These surrogate endpoints are viable 

substitutes for hard clinical endpoints because they’re proven to be directly linked to the desired clinical 

outcomes. For example, the clinical endpoints of reducing heart attacks and strokes could use reduced blood 

pressure and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol as surrogate endpoints. 

Our mission is to share knowledge and inform decisions. 

About us 

While many hypotheses on the correct surrogate endpoints to treat certain diseases have panned out, several 

others have been shown to be off-base or only partially correct. A great example is homocysteine, an amino 

acid once thought to be a driver of cardiovascular diseases which since has been shown to be a marker of 

disease only. People with elevated levels of homocysteine are more likely to have cardiovascular disease, but 

lowering levels doesn’t make heart attacks and strokes less likely to occur. All those who rushed the science 

and purchased dietary supplements to lower their homocysteine were flushing their money down the drain. 

Testing the amyloid beta hypothesis 

Though the effect of aducanumab, the Alzheimer’s drug developed by biotechnology company Biogen, 

on hard clinical endpoints are lackluster, it has been shown to reduce the formation of amyloid beta plaques in 

patients with early-stage Alzheimer’s. Amyloid beta denotes proteins that clump together to form plaques 

commonly seen in patients with Alzheimer’s. It’s been hypothesized that these plaques drive the signs and 

symptoms of Alzheimer’s. Animal models have shown that interfering with amyloid beta plaque formation 

could lead to improvements in functioning. 

https://icer.org/news-insights/press-releases/icer-issues-statement-on-the-fdas-approval-of-aducanumab-for-alzheimers-disease/
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/postmarket-drug-safety-information-patients-and-providers/aducanumab-marketed-aduhelm-information
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=lWAD9d8AAAAJ&hl=en
https://doi.org/10.1002/jcph.1569
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/information-health-care-professionals-drugs/accelerated-approval-program
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/nda-and-bla-approvals/accelerated-approvals
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/nda-and-bla-approvals/accelerated-approvals
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/development-resources/surrogate-endpoint-resources-drug-and-biologic-development
https://dx.doi.org/10.1016%2Fj.conctc.2019.100486
https://dx.doi.org/10.1097%2FCOH.0b013e32833ed177
https://medlineplus.gov/lab-tests/homocysteine-test/
https://doi.org/10.1186/1475-2891-14-6
https://doi.org/10.1186/1475-2891-14-6
https://icer.org/news-insights/press-releases/icer-releases-draft-evidence-report-on-aducanumab-for-alzheimers-disease/
https://doi.org/10.1038/nature19323
https://www.alz.org/national/documents/topicsheet_betaamyloid.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1038/22124
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Amyloid beta plaques are hypothesized to trigger the neurodegenerative processes of Alzheimer’s 

disease. The Alzheimer's Disease Education and Referral (ADEAR) Center, NIH/Wikimedia Commons 

The data linking amyloid beta plaques to hard clinical endpoints is not a slam-dunk. Unlike hypertension and 

elevated LDL cholesterol, which has been proved to be linked to cardiovascular events, amyloid beta has not 

seen such definitive results. 

Two large clinical trials assessing aducanumab have been conducted, one that started with a higher dose and 

one that started with a lower dose that was later increased. Both trials were stopped early, and the lower-dose 

https://images.theconversation.com/files/405240/original/file-20210609-17-l494m8.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/405240/original/file-20210609-17-l494m8.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PET_AD.jpg
https://doi.org/10.1001/jama.300.11.1343
https://doi.org/10.1177/1074248418769040
https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-018-05719-4
https://doi.org/10.1002/alz.12235
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trial found no benefits. The higher-dose trial found modest benefits in maintaining mental functioning, but the 

trial did not have enough patients to show that these benefits were due to the drug and not to chance. After the 

fact, the researchers combined data from patients who received high-dose aducanumab in both trials and 

found an improvement in mental functioning. However, many experts running clinical trials bristle at 

combining trial outcomes like this: These after-the-fact analyses have been shown in some circumstances 

to not pan out in the future. 

Other initially promising experimental drugs targeting amyloid beta for Alzheimer’s also fell short in 

reducing hard clinical endpoints in their clinical trials. After one of these drugs, solanezumab, failed to 

achieve study aims, additional data analysis post-trial suggested it might be effective in a select population 

with mild Alzheimer’s. Researchers conducted an additional large clinical trial focusing on that 

subpopulation, but again failed to demonstrate significant benefits. No one knows if aducanumab will find 

significant benefits when the new clinical trial completes or if it will fail as solanezumab did. 

If amyloid beta turns out to be simply a marker and not a cause of Alzheimer’s, it will be a costly mistake: 

Aducanumab is estimated to cost over US$56,000 a year. 

 

Biotechnology company Biogen applied for FDA approval of aducanumab in October 2019, despite results 

suggesting it did not work. AP Photo/Steven Senne 
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The role of amyloid beta plaques in Alzheimer’s disease is still debated among scientists. 

Was the FDA’s ruling a mistake? 

Over 6 million Americans now have Alzheimer’s disease, and deaths from Alzheimer’s have risen over 145% 

over the past 20 years. Alzheimer’s disease not only robs individuals of their autonomy but also places a huge 

burden on family members and the U.S. economy: $355 billion is spent annually on caring for people with 

Alzheimer’s. Current FDA-approved treatments are only modestly effective at controlling disease symptoms, 

and none target a possible underlying cause. 

The accelerated approval pathway allows patients with early-stage Alzheimer’s to access aducanumab while a 

larger and more definitive clinical trial is conducted. Biogen says it hopes to have the clinical trial completed 

by 2030. If the study does not find reductions in the hard clinical endpoints, the drug will be withdrawn. 

If aducanumab is ultimately found to be effective, many patients with early-stage Alzheimer’s will reap the 

benefits in reductions in hospitalizations, doctor visits, nursing home costs and societal burden. 

If aducanumab is found to be ineffective, however, Medicare, insurers and patients will have spent tens of 

millions of dollars on a drug that not only did not work but also exposed patients to adverse events, including 

the risk of bleeding in the brain.. 

Should physicians prescribe aducanumab, and should insurers pay for it? 

For patients in the earlier stages of Alzheimer’s disease, there is reason to try aducanumab based on the 

current clinical trial data and the lack of alternatives. But in advanced disease, it is unlikely that aducanumab 

or any drug targeting amyloid beta will provide benefits. In a cost-effectiveness assessment of aducanumab, 

the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review, an independent organization assessing the value of medical 

treatments, suggested an annual price range from $8,300 to $23,000. This is a far cry from the $56,000 a year 

the company is expecting to charge, and that doesn’t account for the thousands of dollars in additional 

testing required to reduce the risk of brain swelling and bleeding. 

The annual cost of the drug will likely greatly exceed the cost savings in other areas like reduced doctor visits 

and hospitalizations. Until further results are released, such high costs could lead private insurers to not cover 

or charge higher copays for the drug. Given the average age of those with Alzheimer’s disease, however, most 

people receiving aducanumab will be eligible for Medicare and will most likely be covered. Whether the drug 

will actually treat the disease – the biggest issue in question – remains uncertain. 

Let us all hope that the FDA’s gamble pays off. 

https://theconversation.com/the-fdas-big-gamble-on-the-new-alzheimers-drug-

162396?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Science%20Weekly%2061621&utm_content=Science%20We

ekly%2061621+Version+A+CID_9d16d606ed039334b5a246bf564a5e74&utm_source=campaign_monitor_u

s&utm_term=The%20FDAs%20big%20gamble%20on%20the%20new%20Alzheimers%20drug 
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https://theconversation.com/the-fdas-big-gamble-on-the-new-alzheimers-drug-162396?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Science%20Weekly%2061621&utm_content=Science%20Weekly%2061621+Version+A+CID_9d16d606ed039334b5a246bf564a5e74&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=The%20FDAs%20big%20gamble%20on%20the%20new%20Alzheimers%20drug
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Grandmother's Battle of Bunker Hill as She Saw It From the Belfry 

by Oliver Wendell Holmes 

 

Grandmother's Battle of Bunker Hill as She Saw It From the Belfry was published in the anthology, Poems 

of American Patriotism (1922) edited by Brander Matthews. [Sidenote: June 17, 1775.] 

 

 

  'Tis like stirring living embers when, at eighty, one 

        remembers 

  All the achings and the quakings of "the times that 

        tried men's souls"; 

  When I talk of Whig and Tory, when I tell the 

https://americanliterature.com/author/oliver-wendell-holmes
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        Rebel story, 

  To you the words are ashes, but to me they're burning coals. 

 

  I had heard the muskets' rattle of the April running battle; 

  Lord Percy's hunted soldiers, I can see their red coats still; 

  But a deadly chill comes o'er me, as the day looms up before me, 

  When a thousand men lay bleeding on the slopes of Bunker's Hill. 

 

  'Twas a peaceful summer's morning, when the first thing gave 

        us warning 

  Was the booming of the cannon from the river and the shore: 

  "Child," says grandma, "what's the matter, what is all this 

        noise and clatter? 

  Have those scalping Indian devils come to murder us once more?" 

  Poor old soul! my sides were shaking in the midst of all my quaking 

  To hear her talk of Indians when the guns began to roar: 

  She had seen the burning village, and the slaughter and the pillage, 

  When the Mohawks killed her father, with their bullets through 

        his door. 

 

  Then I said, "Now, dear old granny, don't you fret and worry any, 
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  For I'll soon come back and tell you whether this is work or play; 

  There can't be mischief in it, so I won't be gone a minute"— 

  For a minute then I started. I was gone the livelong day. 

 

  No time for bodice-lacing or for looking-glass grimacing; 

  Down my hair went as I hurried, tumbling half-way to my heels; 

  God forbid your ever knowing, when there's blood around her 

        flowing, 

  How the lonely, helpless daughter of a quiet household feels! 

 

  In the street I heard a thumping; and I knew it was the stumping 

  Of the Corporal, our old neighbor, on that wooden leg he wore, 

  With a knot of women round him,—it was lucky I had found 

        him,— 

  So I followed with the others, and the Corporal marched before. 

 

  They were making for the steeple,—the old soldier and his people; 

  The pigeons circled round us as we climbed the creaking stair, 

  Just across the narrow river—O, so close it made me shiver!— 

  Stood a fortress on the hilltop that but yesterday was bare. 
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  Not slow our eyes to find it; well we knew who stood behind it, 

  Though the earthwork hid them from us, and the stubborn 

        walls were dumb: 

  Here were sister, wife, and mother, looking wild upon each other, 

  And their lips were white with terror as they said, THE HOUR 

        HAS COME! 

 

  The morning slowly wasted, not a morsel had we tasted, 

  And our heads were almost splitting with the cannons' 

        deafening thrill, 

  When a figure tall and stately round the rampart strode sedately; 

  It was PRESCOTT, one since told me; he commanded on the hill. 

 

  Every woman's heart grew bigger when we saw his manly figure, 

  With the banyan buckled round it, standing up so straight 

        and tall; 

  Like a gentleman of leisure who is strolling out for pleasure, 

  Through the storm of shells and cannon-shot he walked around 

        the wall. 

 

  At eleven the streets were swarming, for the red-coats' ranks 
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        were forming; 

  At noon in marching order they were moving to the piers; 

  How the bayonets gleamed and glistened, as we looked far 

        down and listened 

  To the trampling and the drum-beat of the belted grenadiers! 

 

  At length the men have started, with a cheer (it seemed 

        faint-hearted), 

  In their scarlet regimentals, with their knapsacks on their 

        backs, 

  And the reddening, rippling water, as after a sea-fight's 

        slaughter, 

  Round the barges gliding onward blushed like blood along 

        their tracks. 

 

  So they crossed to the other border, and again they formed in order; 

  And the boats came back for soldiers, came for soldiers, 

        soldiers still: 

  The time seemed everlasting to us women faint and fasting,— 

  At last they're moving, marching, marching proudly up the hill. 
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  We can see the bright steel glancing all along the lines advancing— 

  Now the front rank fires a volley—they have thrown away their shot; 

  Far behind the earthwork lying, all the balls above them flying, 

  Our people need not hurry; so they wait and answer not. 

 

  Then the Corporal, our old cripple (he would swear sometimes 

        and tipple),— 

  He had heard the bullets whistle (in the old French war) before,— 

  Calls out in words of jeering, just as if they all were hearing,— 

  And his wooden leg thumps fiercely on the dusty belfry floor:— 

 

  "Oh! fire away, ye villains, and earn King George's shillin's, 

  But ye'll waste a ton of powder afore a 'rebel' falls; 

  You may bang the dirt and welcome, they're as safe as Dan'l 

        Malcolm 

  Ten foot beneath the gravestone that you've splintered with 

        your balls!" 

 

  In the hush of expectation, in the awe and trepidation 

  Of the dread approaching moment, we are well-nigh breathless all; 

  Though the rotten bars are failing on the rickety belfry railing, 
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  We are crowding up against them like the waves against a wall. 

 

  Just a glimpse (the air is clearer), they are nearer,—nearer,— 

        nearer, 

  When a flash—a curling smoke-wreath—then a crash—the 

        steeple shakes— 

  The deadly truce is ended; the tempest's shroud is rended; 

  Like a morning mist it gathered, like a thunder-cloud it breaks! 

 

  O the sight our eyes discover as the blue-black smoke blows over! 

  The red-coats stretched in windrows as a mower rakes his hay; 

  Here a scarlet heap is lying, there a headlong crowd is flying 

  Like a billow that has broken and is shivered into spray. 

 

  Then we cried, "The troops are routed! they are beat—it can't 

        be doubted! 

  God be thanked, the fight is over!"—Ah! the grim old soldier's 

        smile! 

  "Tell us, tell us why you look so?" (we could hardly speak, 

        we shook so),— 

  "Are they beaten? Are they beaten? ARE they beaten?"— 
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        "Wait a while." 

 

  O the trembling and the terror! for too soon we saw our error: 

  They are baffled, not defeated; we have driven them back in vain; 

  And the columns that were scattered, round the colors that 

        were tattered, 

  Toward the sullen silent fortress turn their belted breasts again. 

 

  All at once, as we are gazing, lo the roofs of Charlestown blazing! 

  They have fired the harmless village; in an hour it will be down! 

  The Lord in heaven confound them, rain his fire and brimstone 

        round them,— 

  The robbing, murdering red-coats, that would burn a peaceful town! 

 

  They are marching, stern and solemn; we can see each massive column 

  As they near the naked earth-mound with the slanting walls 

        so steep. 

  Have our soldiers got faint-hearted, and in noiseless haste 

        departed? 

  Are they panic-struck and helpless? Are they palsied or asleep? 
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  Now! the walls they're almost under! scarce a rod the foes asunder! 

  Not a firelock flashed against them! up the earthwork they 

        will swarm! 

  But the words have scarce been spoken, when the ominous 

        calm is broken, 

  And a bellowing crash has emptied all the vengeance of the storm! 

 

  So again, with murderous slaughter, pelted backward to the water, 

  Fly Pigot's running heroes and the frightened braves of Howe; 

  And we shout, "At last they're done for, it's their barges they 

        have run for: 

  They are beaten, beaten, beaten; and the battle's over now!" 

 

  And we looked, poor timid creatures, on the rough old soldier's 

        features, 

  Our lips afraid to question, but he knew what we would ask: 

  "Not sure," he said; "keep quiet,—once more, I guess, they'll 

        try it— 

  Here's damnation to the cut-throats!" then he handed me his flask, 

 

  Saying, "Gal, you're looking shaky; have a drop of old Jamaiky: 
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  I'm afraid there'll be more trouble afore this job is done;" 

  So I took one scorching swallow; dreadful faint I felt and hollow, 

  Standing there from early morning when the firing was begun. 

 

  All through those hours of trial I had watched a calm clock dial, 

  As the hands kept creeping, creeping,—they were creeping 

        round to four, 

  When the old man said, "They're forming with their bayonets 

        fixed for storming: 

  It's the death grip that's a coming,—they will try the works 

        once more." 

 

  With brazen trumpets blaring, the flames behind them glaring, 

  The deadly wall before them, in close array they come; 

  Still onward, upward toiling, like a dragon's fold uncoiling— 

  Like the rattlesnake's shrill warning the reverberating drum! 

 

  Over heaps all torn and gory—shall I tell the fearful story, 

  How they surged above the breastwork, as a sea breaks over a deck; 

  How, driven, yet scarce defeated, our worn-out men retreated, 

  With their powder-horns all emptied, like the swimmers from a wreck? 
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  It has all been told and painted; as for me, they say I fainted, 

  And the wooden-legged old Corporal stumped with me down the stair: 

  When I woke from dreams affrighted the evening lamps were lighted,— 

  On the floor a youth was lying; his bleeding breast was bare. 

 

  And I heard through all the flurry, "Send for WARREN! hurry! hurry! 

  Tell him here's a soldier bleeding, and he'll come and dress his 

        wound!" 

  Ah, we knew not till the morrow told its tale of death and sorrow, 

  How the starlight found him stiffened on the dark and bloody ground. 

 

  Who the youth was, what his name was, where the place from 

        which he came was, 

  Who had brought him from the battle, and had left him at our door, 

  He could not speak to tell us; but 'twas one of our brave fellows, 

  As the homespun plainly showed us which the dying soldier wore. 

 

  For they all thought he was dying, as they gathered 'round 

        him crying,— 

  And they said, "O, how they'll miss him!" and, "What will 
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        his mother do?" 

  Then, his eyelids just unclosing like a child's that has been dozing, 

  He faintly murmured, "Mother!"—and—I saw his eyes were blue. 

 

—"Why, grandma, how you're winking!"—Ah, my child, it 

        sets me thinking 

  Of a story not like this one. Well, he somehow lived along; 

  So we came to know each other, and I nursed him like a—mother, 

  Till at last he stood before me, tall, and rosy-cheeked, and strong. 

 

  And we sometimes walked together in the pleasant summer weather; 

—"Please to tell us what his name was?"—Just your own, 

        my little dear,— 

  There's his picture Copley painted: we became so well acquainted, 

  That—in short, that's why I'm grandma, and you children all 

        are here! 

 

Grandmother's Battle of Bunker Hill as She Saw It From the Belfry was featured as The Short Story of the 

Day on Fri, Jun 18, 2021 

https://americanliterature.com/author/oliver-wendell-holmes/poem/grandmothers-battle-of-bunker-

hill-as-she-saw-it-from-the-belfry535 new fast radio bursts help answer deep questions about the 

universe and shed light on these mysterious cosmic events 

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day
https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day
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Fast radio bursts are enormously powerful blasts of energy from cosmological distances 

. BlackJack3D/E+ via Getty Images 

9 junio 2021 18:31 CEST 
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On June 9, 2021, my colleagues and I announced the discovery of 535 fast radio bursts that we detected using 

the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment telescope (CHIME). Detected in 2018 and 2019, these 

bursts of radio waves last only milliseconds, come from far across the universe, and are enormously powerful 

– a typical event releases as much energy in a millisecond as the Sun does over many days. 

Fast radio bursts are the subject of a young and emerging field in astrophysics, with only around 150 having 

been found before the release of our new catalog. A lot of work has been done to understand these events, but 

these cosmic radio bursts remain as mysterious as when they were first discovered in 2007. Simply put: No 

one knows what exactly produces them. 

Every newly captured event is allowing astrophysicists like me to learn more about these weird cosmic 

phenomena. And, as this is happening, some astronomers have begun to use fast radio bursts as incredibly 

powerful tools to study the universe itself. 

 

What is a fast radio burst? 

The name “fast radio burst” is pretty on the nose. These signals are bursts of radiation in radio frequencies 

that last for mere milliseconds. A defining property of these bursts is their dispersion: The bursts produce a 

spectrum of radio waves, and as the waves travel through matter, they spread out – or disperse – with bursts at 

higher radio frequencies arriving at telescopes earlier than those at lower frequencies. 

Our mission is to share knowledge and inform decisions. 

About us 

This dispersion allows researchers to learn about two important things. First, telescopes like CHIME can 

measure this dispersion to learn about the stuff that radio bursts pass through as they travel toward Earth. For 

example, some of my colleagues were able to solve a long-standing mystery of missing matter that was 

scattered across the universe. 

Second, by measuring dispersion, astronomers can indirectly determine one of the most important pieces of 

information in all of astronomy: how far apart things are. The larger the dispersion measure, the more material 

the signal encountered. So, presumably, passing through more stuff means the burst traveled farther across the 

universe. 

The dispersion measures for fast radio bursts are so large that astronomers know the signals must be coming 

from outside of the Milky Way galaxy, but these estimates can be inaccurate because of the uneven 

distribution of matter in the universe. We therefore needed another way of finding distances to the sources of 

fast radio bursts to avoid assumptions on how matter is distributed and thus unlock a large amount of 

information and opportunities. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04352
https://chime-experiment.ca/en
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00159-019-0116-6
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1147532
https://frbtheorycat.org/index.php/Main_Page
https://frbtheorycat.org/index.php/Main_Page
https://physics.wvu.edu/faculty-and-staff/faculty/emmanuel-fonseca
https://theconversation.com/half-the-matter-in-the-universe-was-missing-we-found-it-hiding-in-the-cosmos-138569
https://theconversation.com/half-the-matter-in-the-universe-was-missing-we-found-it-hiding-in-the-cosmos-138569
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A striking solution to this problem came in 2017, when colleagues of mine were able to pinpoint the exact 

location of the source of a repeating fast radio burst in the sky. By taking images of repeating bursts on the 

sky, they found the specific galaxy that the bursts were coming from. Then, using optical telescopes, they 

determined the distance to this galaxy – approximately 3 billion light-years away from Earth. 

Repeating fast radio bursts make it much easier to pinpoint the host galaxies of their sources by giving 

researchers multiple chances to catch them. While astronomers work to answer important questions about fast 

radio bursts – What are they? Are repeating bursts different from single bursts? Are they all caused by the 

same things? – these lingering mysteries don’t stop us from putting them to good use in the meantime. 

 

The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment telescope has detected more fast radio bursts than any 

other telescope has. Z22/WikimediaCommons, CC BY-SA 

Using fast radio bursts to study the cosmos 

The unique properties of fast radio bursts and their host galaxies – combined with recent technological 

advancements like the CHIME telescope – have given researchers hope that these phenomena can be used to 

answer some long-standing questions about the universe. 

https://doi.org/10.1038/nature20797
https://doi.org/10.1038/nature20797
https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/834/2/L7
https://images.theconversation.com/files/405214/original/file-20210608-120786-xud8zv.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/405214/original/file-20210608-120786-xud8zv.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Canadian_Hydrogen_Intensity_Mapping_Experiment_-_wire-mesh_half_pipe_reflector.jpg#/media/File:Canadian_Hydrogen_Intensity_Mapping_Experiment_-_wire-mesh_half_pipe_reflector.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://images.theconversation.com/files/405214/original/file-20210608-120786-xud8zv.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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For example, some theorists have proposed that fast radio bursts can be used to study the three–dimensional 

structure of matter in the universe. Others have shown that the most distant bursts could be used to learn 

about poorly understood early moments in the evolution of the universe. But to answer these and other 

questions, astronomers need a large number of fast radio bursts and their dispersion measures, strengths and 

locations in the sky. 

 

One fast radio burst found by CHIME was determined to have come from the spiral arm of the red galaxy in 

the center of this photo, noted by the green circle. NSF’s Optical-Infrared Astronomy Research 

Laboratory/Gemini Observatory/AURA, CC BY-SA 

 

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.121301
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.121301
https://doi.org/10.1093/mnras/stz571
https://images.theconversation.com/files/405279/original/file-20210609-13-xui7yo.jpeg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/405279/original/file-20210609-13-xui7yo.jpeg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://aasnova.org/2020/07/08/an-update-on-the-mysterious-flashes-of-frb-180916/
https://aasnova.org/2020/07/08/an-update-on-the-mysterious-flashes-of-frb-180916/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://images.theconversation.com/files/405279/original/file-20210609-13-xui7yo.jpeg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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And this is where our new catalog from CHIME comes in. By releasing information about 535 new fast radio 

bursts – including 61 bursts coming from 18 repeating sources – our team is more than quadrupling the total 

number of known events and pushing the field into an era of big data. With a large and growing number of 

measurements, all sorts of questions can finally start being addressed. 

Recently, student members of the CHIME collaboration began releasing studies using this catalog. One study 

showed that the fast radio bursts detected by CHIME come equally from all directions – a fact that had 

previously been under debate. Another team studied the shapes and sizes of bursts in the catalog and 

confirmed that repeating events behave differently from single bursts, pointing to multiple causes of fast radio 

bursts. And a third team for the first time confirmed that fast radio bursts are strongly associated with known 

galaxies. This means astronomers can use events to map out the structure of the universe. 

An adventurous future lies ahead 

CHIME and other telescopes are detecting more fast radio bursts every day, but researchers are just scratching 

the surface of what can be learned about – and done with – these mysterious and powerful cosmic events. 

Colleagues of mine recently argued that attributing thousands of events to their individual host galaxies is 

“the most urgent observational priority for [fast radio burst] science.” Finding host galaxies is very 

challenging, though – only 14 galaxies that host fast radio bursts have been found so far. But other telescopes, 

like the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder, have successfully detected and pinpointed a small 

number of nonrepeating bursts to their host galaxies. Next-generation telescopes are being designed to 

combine the high-detection capability of CHIME with the high-resolution imaging of the Australian 

telescope. 

The field of fast radio burst astronomy is still in its infancy, and it is hard to predict what discoveries will be 

made next. But I expect the future of the field to be just like these profound cosmic events: bright and fast. 

[Understand new developments in science, health and technology, each week. Subscribe to The 

Conversation’s science newsletter.] 

 

https://theconversation.com/535-new-fast-radio-bursts-help-answer-deep-questions-about-the-universe-and-

shed-light-on-these-mysterious-cosmic-events-

161976?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Science%20Weekly%2061621&utm_content=Science%20We

ekly%2061621+Version+A+CID_9d16d606ed039334b5a246bf564a5e74&utm_source=campaign_monitor_u

s&utm_term=535%20new%20fast%20radio%20bursts%20help%20answer%20deep%20questions%20about

%20the%20universe%20and%20shed%20light%20on%20these%20mysterious%20cosmic%20events 

  

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04353
https://doi.org/10.1088/2041-8205/789/2/L26
https://doi.org/10.1093/mnrasl/slw026
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04356
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04354
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.04354
https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-astro-091918-104501
https://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/askap/index.html
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3765414
https://theconversation.com/us/newsletters/science-editors-picks-71/?utm_source=TCUS&utm_medium=inline-link&utm_campaign=newsletter-text&utm_content=science-understand
https://theconversation.com/us/newsletters/science-editors-picks-71/?utm_source=TCUS&utm_medium=inline-link&utm_campaign=newsletter-text&utm_content=science-understand
https://theconversation.com/535-new-fast-radio-bursts-help-answer-deep-questions-about-the-universe-and-shed-light-on-these-mysterious-cosmic-events-161976?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Science%20Weekly%2061621&utm_content=Science%20Weekly%2061621+Version+A+CID_9d16d606ed039334b5a246bf564a5e74&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=535%20new%20fast%20radio%20bursts%20help%20answer%20deep%20questions%20about%20the%20universe%20and%20shed%20light%20on%20these%20mysterious%20cosmic%20events
https://theconversation.com/535-new-fast-radio-bursts-help-answer-deep-questions-about-the-universe-and-shed-light-on-these-mysterious-cosmic-events-161976?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Science%20Weekly%2061621&utm_content=Science%20Weekly%2061621+Version+A+CID_9d16d606ed039334b5a246bf564a5e74&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=535%20new%20fast%20radio%20bursts%20help%20answer%20deep%20questions%20about%20the%20universe%20and%20shed%20light%20on%20these%20mysterious%20cosmic%20events
https://theconversation.com/535-new-fast-radio-bursts-help-answer-deep-questions-about-the-universe-and-shed-light-on-these-mysterious-cosmic-events-161976?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Science%20Weekly%2061621&utm_content=Science%20Weekly%2061621+Version+A+CID_9d16d606ed039334b5a246bf564a5e74&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=535%20new%20fast%20radio%20bursts%20help%20answer%20deep%20questions%20about%20the%20universe%20and%20shed%20light%20on%20these%20mysterious%20cosmic%20events
https://theconversation.com/535-new-fast-radio-bursts-help-answer-deep-questions-about-the-universe-and-shed-light-on-these-mysterious-cosmic-events-161976?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Science%20Weekly%2061621&utm_content=Science%20Weekly%2061621+Version+A+CID_9d16d606ed039334b5a246bf564a5e74&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=535%20new%20fast%20radio%20bursts%20help%20answer%20deep%20questions%20about%20the%20universe%20and%20shed%20light%20on%20these%20mysterious%20cosmic%20events
https://theconversation.com/535-new-fast-radio-bursts-help-answer-deep-questions-about-the-universe-and-shed-light-on-these-mysterious-cosmic-events-161976?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Science%20Weekly%2061621&utm_content=Science%20Weekly%2061621+Version+A+CID_9d16d606ed039334b5a246bf564a5e74&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=535%20new%20fast%20radio%20bursts%20help%20answer%20deep%20questions%20about%20the%20universe%20and%20shed%20light%20on%20these%20mysterious%20cosmic%20events
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Clouds of Unknowing: Edward Quin’s Historical Atlas (1830) 

 

"Now when I was a little chap I had a passion for maps", says the seafaring raconteur Charles Marlow in 

Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness (1899). "At that time there were many blank spaces on the earth, and 

when I saw one that looked particularly inviting on a map (but they all look that) I would put my finger on it 

and say, 'When I grow up I will go there.'" Of course, these "blank spaces" were anything but. The no-man's-

lands that colonial explorers like Marlow found most inviting (the Congo River basin, Tasmania, the 

Andaman Islands) were, in fact, richly populated, and faced devastating consequences in the name of imperial 

expansion. 

In the same troublesome vein as Marlow, Edward Quin's Historical Atlas painted cartographic knowledge as a 

candle coruscating against the void of ignorance, represented in his unique vision by a broiling mass of black 

cloud. Each map represents the bounds of geographical learning at a particular point in history, from a 

specific civilizational perspective, beginning with Eden, circa "B.C. 2348". In the next map titled "B.C. 1491. 

The Exodus of the Israelites", Armenia, Assyria, Arabia, Aram, and Egypt form an island of light, pushing 

back the black clouds of unknowing. As history progresses — through various Roman dynasties, the reign of 

Charlemagne, and the Crusades — the foul weather retreats further. In the map titled "A.D. 1498. The 

Discovery of America", the transatlantic exploits of the so-called Age of Discovery force Quin to employ a 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/219/219-h/219-h.htm
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shift in scale — the luminescence of his globe now extends to include Africa and most of Asia, but North 

America hides behind cumulus clouds, with its “unnamed” eastern shores peeking out from beneath a storm 

of oblivion. In the Atlas' last map, we find a world without darkness, not a trace of cloud. Instead, unexplored 

territories stretch out in the pale brown of vellum parchment, demarcating "barbarous and uncivilized 

countries", as if the hinterlands of Africa and Canada are awaiting colonial inscription.  

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/david-rumsey-historical-map-collection
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Not much is known about Edward Quin, the Oxford graduate, London barrister, and amateur cartographer 

whose Atlas was published two years after his death at the age of thirty-four. We learn, thanks to Walter 

Goffart's research into historical atlases, that Quin's images were more popular than his words. The well-

regarded cartographer William Hughes rescaled the maps for a new edition in 1846, discarding their artist's 

accompanying text. The Atlas' enduring technical advancement, which influenced subsequent cartographers, 

can be found in its ingenious use of negative space. Emma Willard's Atlas to Accompany a System of 

Universal History, for instance, features cloudy borders that seem very much indebted to Quin. 

Looking back from a contemporary vantage, the Historical Atlas remains memorable for what is not shown. 

Quin's cartography inadvertently visualizes the ideology of empire: a geographic chauvinism that had little 

respect for the knowledge of those beyond imperial borders. And aside from depicting the reach of Kublai 

Khan, his focus remains narrowly European and Judeo-Christian. While Quin strives for accuracy, he admits 

to programmatic omission. "The colours we have used being generally meant to point out and distinguish one 

state or empire from another. . . were obviously inapplicable to deserts peopled by tribes having no settled 

form of government, or political existence, or known territorial limits". Instead of representing these groups, 

Quin, like his clouds, has erased them from view. 

maps13empire2imperialism2history5cartography9geography2colonialism28 

 

 

SOURCE David Rumsey Historical Map Collection  

•  

More David Rumsey Historical Map Collection content on PDR (2) 

 

https://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/H/bo3617712.html
https://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/H/bo3617712.html
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/emma-willard-maps-of-time
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g3201sm.gct00409/?sp=4
https://publicdomainreview.org/tags/maps
https://publicdomainreview.org/tags/empire
https://publicdomainreview.org/tags/imperialism
https://publicdomainreview.org/tags/history
https://publicdomainreview.org/tags/cartography
https://publicdomainreview.org/tags/geography
https://publicdomainreview.org/tags/colonialism
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/view/search/when/1830?q=edward+quin+an+historical+atlas&sort=pub_list_no_initialsort%2Cpub_date%2Cpub_list_no%2Cseries_no
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/david-rumsey-historical-map-collection
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/david-rumsey-historical-map-collection
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B.C. 2348. The Deluge. 
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B.C. 1491. The Exodus Of The Israelites. 
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B.C. 753. The Foundation Of Rome. 
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B.C. 529. Exhibiting The Empire Of Cyrus. 
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B.C. 323. Exhibiting The Empire Of Alexander. 
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B.C. 301. Exhibiting The Partition Of The Empire. 
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B.C. 146. At The End Of The Third Punic War 
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A.D. 1. The Roman Empire In The Augustan Age. 
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A.D. 337. At The Death Of Constantine. 
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A.D. 395. The Division Of The Roman Empire. 
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A.D. 476. The Dissolution Of the Western Empire. 
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A.D. 814. Exhibiting The Empire Of Charlemagne. 
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A.D. 912. Dissolution Of The Empire Of Charlemagne. 
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A.D. 1100. Period Of The First Crusade. 
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A.D. 1294. Exhibiting The Empire Of Kublai Khan. 
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A.D. 1498. The Discovery Of America. 
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A.D. 1551. At The Death Of Charles V. 
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A.D. 1660. At The Restoration Of The Stuarts. 
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A.D. 1828. End Of The General Peace. 

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/edward-quin-historical-atlas 
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How to Love: Legendary Zen Buddhist Teacher Thich Nhat Hanh on Mastering the Art of “Interbeing” 

“To love without knowing how to love wounds the person we love.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

What does love mean, exactly? We have applied to it our finest 

definitions; we have examined its psychology and outlined it in philosophical frameworks; we have even 

devised a mathematical formula for attaining it. And yet anyone who has ever taken this wholehearted leap of 

faith knows that love remains a mystery — perhaps the mystery of the human experience. 

Learning to meet this mystery with the full realness of our being — to show up for it with absolute clarity of 

intention — is the dance of life. 

That’s what legendary Vietnamese Zen Buddhist monk, teacher, and peace activist Thich Nhat Hanh (b. 

October 11, 1926) explores in How to Love (public library) — a slim, simply worded collection of his 

immeasurably wise insights on the most complex and most rewarding human potentiality. 

Indeed, in accordance with the general praxis of Buddhist teachings, Nhat Hanh delivers distilled infusions of 

clarity, using elementary language and metaphor to address the most elemental concerns of the soul. To 

receive his teachings one must make an active commitment not to succumb to the Western pathology of 

cynicism, our flawed self-protection mechanism that readily dismisses anything sincere and true as simplistic 

or naïve — even if, or precisely because, we know that all real truth and sincerity are simple by virtue of 

being true and sincere. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/07/tom-stoppard-the-real-thing-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/07/tom-stoppard-the-real-thing-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/01/28/love-2-0-barbara-fredrickson/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/11/29/stendhal-on-love-crystallization/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/18/hannah-fry-the-mathematics-of-love/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1937006883/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/how-to-love/oclc/880566606&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/09/hope-cynicism/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/09/hope-cynicism/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1937006883/braipick-20
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Thich Nhat Hanh 

At the heart of Nhat Hanh’s teachings is the idea that “understanding is love’s other name” — that to love 

another means to fully understand his or her suffering. (“Suffering” sounds rather dramatic, but in Buddhism 

it refers to any source of profound dissatisfaction — be it physical or psychoemotional or spiritual.) 

Understanding, after all, is what everybody needs — but even if we grasp this on a theoretical level, we 

habitually get too caught in the smallness of our fixations to be able to offer such expansive understanding. 

He illustrates this mismatch of scales with an apt metaphor: 

If you pour a handful of salt into a cup of water, the water becomes undrinkable. But if you pour the salt into a 

river, people can continue to draw the water to cook, wash, and drink. The river is immense, and it has the 

capacity to receive, embrace, and transform. When our hearts are small, our understanding and compassion 

are limited, and we suffer. We can’t accept or tolerate others and their shortcomings, and we demand that they 

change. But when our hearts expand, these same things don’t make us suffer anymore. We have a lot of 

understanding and compassion and can embrace others. We accept others as they are, and then they have a 

chance to transform. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/02/sherwin-nuland-what-everybody-needs/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1937006883/braipick-20
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Illustration from Hug Me by Simona Ciraolo 

The question then becomes how to grow our own hearts, which begins with a commitment to understand and 

bear witness to our own suffering: 

When we feed and support our own happiness, we are nourishing our ability to love. That’s why to love 

means to learn the art of nourishing our happiness. 

Understanding someone’s suffering is the best gift you can give another person. Understanding is love’s other 

name. If you don’t understand, you can’t love. 

And yet because love is a learned “dynamic interaction,” we form our patterns of understanding — and 

misunderstanding — early in life, by osmosis and imitation rather than conscious creation. Echoing what 

Western developmental psychology knows about the role of “positivity resonance” in learning love, Nhat 

Hanh writes: 

If our parents didn’t love and understand each other, how are we to know what love looks like? … The most 

precious inheritance that parents can give their children is their own happiness. Our parents may be able to 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/15/hug-me-simona-ciraolo-book/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/06/30/leo-buscaglia-love-2/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/01/28/love-2-0-barbara-fredrickson/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/15/hug-me-simona-ciraolo-book/
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leave us money, houses, and land, but they may not be happy people. If we have happy parents, we have 

received the richest inheritance of all. 

            
Illustration by Maurice Sendak from Open House for Butterflies by Ruth Krauss 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/07/25/ruth-krauss-maurice-sendak-open-house-for-butterflies/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/07/25/ruth-krauss-maurice-sendak-open-house-for-butterflies/
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Nhat Hanh points out the crucial difference between infatuation, which replaces any real understanding of the 

other with a fantasy of who he or she can be for us, and true love: 

Often, we get crushes on others not because we truly love and understand them, but to distract ourselves from 

our suffering. When we learn to love and understand ourselves and have true compassion for ourselves, then 

we can truly love and understand another person. 

Out of this incomplete understanding of ourselves spring our illusory infatuations, which Nhat Hanh captures 

with equal parts wisdom and wit: 

Sometimes we feel empty; we feel a vacuum, a great lack of something. We don’t know the cause; it’s very 

vague, but that feeling of being empty inside is very strong. We expect and hope for something much better so 

we’ll feel less alone, less empty. The desire to understand ourselves and to understand life is a deep thirst. 

There’s also the deep thirst to be loved and to love. We are ready to love and be loved. It’s very natural. But 

because we feel empty, we try to find an object of our love. Sometimes we haven’t had the time to understand 

ourselves, yet we’ve already found the object of our love. When we realize that all our hopes and expectations 

of course can’t be fulfilled by that person, we continue to feel empty. You want to find something, but you 

don’t know what to search for. In everyone there’s a continuous desire and expectation; deep inside, you still 

expect something better to happen. That is why you check your email many times a day! 

Real, truthful love, he argues, is rooted in four elements — loving kindness, compassion, 

joy, and equanimity — fostering which lends love “the element of holiness.” The first of them addresses this 

dialogic relationship between our own suffering and our capacity to fully understand our loved ones: 

The essence of loving kindness is being able to offer happiness. You can be the sunshine for another person. 

You can’t offer happiness until you have it for yourself. So build a home inside by accepting yourself and 

learning to love and heal yourself. Learn how to practice mindfulness in such a way that you can create 

moments of happiness and joy for your own nourishment. Then you have something to offer the other person. 

[…] 

If you have enough understanding and love, then every moment — whether it’s spent making breakfast, 

driving the car, watering the garden, or doing anything else in your day — can be a moment of joy. 
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Illustration from The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, Shel Silverstein’s minimalist allegory of true love 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/12/the-missing-piece-meets-the-big-o-shel-silverstein/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/12/the-missing-piece-meets-the-big-o-shel-silverstein/
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This interrelatedness of self and other is manifested in the fourth element as well, equanimity, the Sanskrit 

word for which — upeksha — is also translated as “inclusiveness” and “nondiscrimination”: 

In a deep relationship, there’s no longer a boundary between you and the other person. You are her and she is 

you. Your suffering is her suffering. Your understanding of your own suffering helps your loved one to suffer 

less. Suffering and happiness are no longer individual matters. What happens to your loved one happens to 

you. What happens to you happens to your loved one. 

Illustration by Julie Paschkis from Pablo Neruda: Poet of the People by Monica Brown 

 

[…] 

In true love, there’s no more separation or discrimination. His happiness is your happiness. Your suffering is 

his suffering. You can no longer say, “That’s your problem.” 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/11/04/pablo-neruda-poet-of-the-people-book/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/11/04/pablo-neruda-poet-of-the-people-book/
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Supplementing the four core elements are also the subsidiary elements of trust and respect, the currency of 

love’s deep mutuality: 

When you love someone, you have to have trust and confidence. Love without trust is not yet love. Of course, 

first you have to have trust, respect, and confidence in yourself. Trust that you have a good and compassionate 

nature. You are part of the universe; you are made of stars. When you look at your loved one, you see that he 

is also made of stars and carries eternity inside. Looking in this way, we naturally feel reverence. True love 

cannot be without trust and respect for oneself and for the other person. 

The essential mechanism for establishing such trust and respect is listening — something so frequently 

extolled by Western psychologists, therapists, and sage grandparents that we’ve developed a special immunity 

to hearing it. And yet when Nhat Hanh reframes this obvious insight with the gentle elegance of his poetics, it 

somehow bypasses the rational cynicism of the jaded modern mind and registers directly in the soul: 

To love without knowing how to love wounds the person we love. To know how to love someone, we have to 

understand them. To understand, we need to listen. 

[…] 

When you love someone, you should have the capacity to bring relief and help him to suffer less. This is an 

art. If you don’t understand the roots of his suffering, you can’t help, just as a doctor can’t help heal your 

illness if she doesn’t know the cause. You need to understand the cause of your loved one’s suffering in order 

to help bring relief. 

[…] 

The more you understand, the more you love; the more you love, the more you understand. They are two 

sides of one reality. The mind of love and the mind of understanding are the same. 

Echoing legendary Zen teacher D.T. Suzuki’s memorable aphorism that “the ego-shell in which we live is the 

hardest thing to outgrow,” Nhat Hanh considers how the notion of the separate, egoic “I” interrupts the 

dialogic flow of understanding — the “interbeing,” to use his wonderfully poetic and wonderfully precise 

term, that is love: 

Often, when we say, “I love you” we focus mostly on the idea of the “I” who is doing the loving and less on 

the quality of the love that’s being offered. This is because we are caught by the idea of self. We think we 

have a self. But there is no such thing as an individual separate self. A flower is made only of non-flower 

elements, such as chlorophyll, sunlight, and water. If we were to remove all the non-flower elements from the 

flower, there would be no flower left. A flower cannot be by herself alone. A flower can only inter-be with all 

of us… Humans are like this too. We can’t exist by ourselves alone. We can only inter-be. I am made only of 

non-me elements, such as the Earth, the sun, parents, and ancestors. In a relationship, if you can see the nature 

of interbeing between you and the other person, you can see that his suffering is your own suffering, and your 

happiness is his own happiness. With this way of seeing, you speak and act differently. This in itself can 

relieve so much suffering. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/30/d-t-suzuki-essays-in-zen-buddhism/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/30/d-t-suzuki-essays-in-zen-buddhism/
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The remainder of How to Love explores the simple, profoundly transformative daily practices of love and 

understanding, which apply not only to romantic relationships but to all forms of “interbeing.” Complement it 

with John Steinbeck’s exquisite letter of advice on love to his teenage son and Susan Sontag’s lifetime of 

reflections on the subject, then revisit the great D.T. Suzuki on how Zen can help us cultivate our character. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/03/31/how-to-love-thich-nhat-

hanh/?mc_cid=d4f1120f54&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1937006883/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/01/12/john-steinbeck-on-love-1958/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/08/03/susan-sontag-on-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/08/03/susan-sontag-on-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/30/d-t-suzuki-essays-in-zen-buddhism/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/03/31/how-to-love-thich-nhat-hanh/?mc_cid=d4f1120f54&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/03/31/how-to-love-thich-nhat-hanh/?mc_cid=d4f1120f54&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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How to measure quantum speed limits experimentally 

DIPC • DIPC QUANTUM SYSTEMS 

ByDIPC  

The common understanding of the uncertainty relation says that it is impossible to measure both the position 

and the momentum of a subatomic particle, in the same instant to unlimited accuracy. The more accurate is 

the measurement of the momentum, the less accurate is the measurement of the position in that instant, and 

vice versa. 

Momentum is certainly related to time through velocity, but introducing time in the quantum realm turns 

everything a little bit blurry. The time-energy uncertainty relation is a fundamental result in quantum physics 

relating characteristic times to the inverse of energy fluctuations, Still, as Busch puts it 1, different types of 

time energy uncertainty relation can indeed be deduced in specific contexts, but that there is no unique 

universal relation that could stand on equal footing with the position-momentum uncertainty relation. 

The modern formulation of the time-energy uncertainty relation relies on quantum speed limits that bound the 

minimum time for a physical process to unfold in terms of energy fluctuations. As the state of a system in 

quantum mechanics is represented by a vector in a linear vector space that can have an infinite number of 

dimensions, called a Hilbert space, quantum speed limits represent quantum dynamics geometrically, where 

the quantum state of a system evolves in time by sweeping a distance in Hilbert space. Therefore, quantum 

speed limits involve the notions of speed and distance in Hilbert space. 

Quantifying the distance between the initial and time-evolving quantum states requires estimating state 

overlaps, which is challenging, if not unfeasible, for many-particle systems with continuous variables. 

 

In spite of the fundamental nature of quantum speed limits, there is currently a lack of experimental studies 

probing them. Now, Adolfo del Campo theoretically proposes 2 the experimental study of quantum speed 

limits with many-body systems of trapped ultracold atoms by measuring the mean atomic cloud size as a 

function of the evolution time. 

The proposal relies on measuring the size of the atomic cloud in a given process, such an expansion or 

compression driven by a modulation of the trap frequency. The scaling factor can be determined by imaging 

the cloud size via different methods. From it, the distance traveled by the quantum state of the system in 

Hilbert space (Bures angle) during the evolution can be determined. 

This approach circumvents the need for reconstructing a quantum state using measurements of the many-body 

quantum states of a continuous variable system. These results pave the way to the experimental study of the 

time-energy uncertainty relation and quantum speed limits in many-body quantum systems and their relation 

to the orthogonality catastrophe.  

https://mappingignorance.org/category/dipc/
https://mappingignorance.org/category/dipc/dipc-quantum-systems/
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-experimentally/#author
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-experimentally/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-8323-1
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-experimentally/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-8323-2
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Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may be copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research 

paper. 
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DIPC 

http://about.me/cesar_tome
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-experimentally/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#reference-8323-1
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.180603
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-experimentally/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#reference-8323-2
https://mappingignorance.org/author/dipc/
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Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC) is a singular research center born in 2000 devoted to research at 

the cutting edge in the fields of Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science. Since its conception DIPC 

has stood for the promotion of excellence in research, which demands a flexible space where creativity is 

stimulated by diversity of perspectives. Its dynamic research community integrates local host scientists and a 

constant flow of international visiting researchers. 

• Website 

• @DIPCehu 

latest articles 

 

https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-

experimentally/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnoranc

e+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29 

  

http://dipc.ehu.es/
https://twitter.com/DIPCehu
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-experimentally/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-experimentally/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/06/17/how-to-measure-quantum-speed-limits-experimentally/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
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How to Write 

by Anne Waldman 

Issue no. 45 (Winter 1968) 

Perhaps I’m kidding myself about 

the life I lead 

Sometimes I feel I’m dying 

like a lot of things I see around me 

Then I turn on the TV and understand 

that everything must still be moving 

Music, for example, and I rush outside 

around the corner to a concert 

It’s so easy 

Everything accessible from where I 

happen to live at the moment 

Things like rock concerts not too many trees on 2nd Avenue 

Once, on the Sixth Avenue bus 

I got a sudden sensation 

I had been alive before 

That I was a man at some other time 

Traveling 

You would think this strange if you were a woman 

If I were a man right now I’d be getting out of the draft 

but I think I’d want to be a poet too 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=e652b9eaeb&e=d538c8f2e0
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Which simply means alive, awake and digging everything 

Even that which makes me sick and want to die 

I don’t really, you know 

I just don’t want to be conscious sometimes 

because when you’re conscious in the ordinary way 

you have to think about yourself a lot 

Dull thoughts like what am I doing ? 

Uptown in a large crowd I want to sit down and cry 

because everything is simple and complicated 

all at once 

Everyone has this feeling 

Even people downtown 

It is very basic to the way we are 

which is why I can say “we” 

A lot of drugs can change you if you want 

because you too are made of what drugs are made of 

In fact you are just a bundle of drugs 

when you come right down to it 

I don’t want to go into it 

but you’ll see what I mean when you catch on 

That’s not meant to sound snotty 

I’m open to whatever comes along 

This is the feeling I get before I take a plane 

Then everything’s the same afterward anyway 

All into one space and here I am again 

alive still, same worries on my mind 
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The thing is don’t worry! 

You are doing what you have to what you can 

You hear from your friends 

They let you know what’s happening in California, Iowa 

Vermont and other places about the globe 

They take you out of your little room 

just like the newspapers or the news 

or the man you live with 

and put you in a much larger room 

one in which you are in constant motion around the clock 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=e652b9eaeb&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=e652b9eaeb&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=e652b9eaeb&e=d538c8f2e0
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Araby 

by James Joyce 

 

Araby was published in James Joyce's short story collection, Dubliners in 1914. It is widely considered to be 

his finest short story, featured in our collection, Short Stories for High School. 

 

Jean-Leon 

Gerome, The Arab's Farewell to His Steed, 1872 

North Richmond Street, being blind, was a quiet street except at the hour when the Christian Brothers' School 

set the boys free. An uninhabited house of two storeys stood at the blind end, detached from its neighbours in 

a square ground. The other houses of the street, conscious of decent lives within them, gazed at one another 

with brown imperturbable faces. 

The former tenant of our house, a priest, had died in the back drawing-room. Air, musty from having been 

long enclosed, hung in all the rooms, and the waste room behind the kitchen was littered with old useless 

papers. Among these I found a few paper-covered books, the pages of which were curled and damp: The 

Abbot, by Walter Scott, The Devout Communicant, and The Memoirs of Vidocq. I liked the last best because 

its leaves were yellow. The wild garden behind the house contained a central apple-tree and a few straggling 

bushes, under one of which I found the late tenant's rusty bicycle-pump. He had been a very charitable priest; 

in his will he had left all his money to institutions and the furniture of his house to his sister. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/james-joyce
https://americanliterature.com/high-school-short-stories
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When the short days of winter came, dusk fell before we had well eaten our dinners. When we met in the 

street the houses had grown sombre. The space of sky above us was the colour of ever-changing violet and 

towards it the lamps of the street lifted their feeble lanterns. The cold air stung us and we played till our 

bodies glowed. Our shouts echoed in the silent street. The career of our play brought us through the dark 

muddy lanes behind the houses, where we ran the gauntlet of the rough tribes from the cottages, to the back 

doors of the dark dripping gardens where odours arose from the ashpits, to the dark odorous stables where a 

coachman smoothed and combed the horse or shook music from the buckled harness. When we returned to 

the street, light from the kitchen windows had filled the areas. If my uncle was seen turning the corner, we hid 

in the shadow until we had seen him safely housed. Or if Mangan's sister came out on the doorstep to call her 

brother in to his tea, we watched her from our shadow peer up and down the street. We waited to see whether 

she would remain or go in and, if she remained, we left our shadow and walked up to Mangan's steps 

resignedly. She was waiting for us, her figure defined by the light from the half-opened door. Her brother 

always teased her before he obeyed, and I stood by the railings looking at her. Her dress swung as she moved 

her body, and the soft rope of her hair tossed from side to side. 

Every morning I lay on the floor in the front parlour watching her door. The blind was pulled down to within 

an inch of the sash so that I could not be seen. When she came out on the doorstep my heart leaped. I ran to 

the hall, seized my books and followed her. I kept her brown figure always in my eye and, when we came 

near the point at which our ways diverged, I quickened my pace and passed her. This happened morning after 

morning. I had never spoken to her, except for a few casual words, and yet her name was like a summons to 

all my foolish blood. 

Her image accompanied me even in places the most hostile to romance. On Saturday evenings when my aunt 

went marketing I had to go to carry some of the parcels. We walked through the flaring streets, jostled by 

drunken men and bargaining women, amid the curses of labourers, the shrill litanies of shop-boys who stood 

on guard by the barrels of pigs' cheeks, the nasal chanting of street-singers, who sang a come-all-you about 

O'Donovan Rossa, or a ballad about the troubles in our native land. These noises converged in a single 

sensation of life for me: I imagined that I bore my chalice safely through a throng of foes. Her name sprang to 

my lips at moments in strange prayers and praises which I myself did not understand. My eyes were often full 

of tears (I could not tell why) and at times a flood from my heart seemed to pour itself out into my bosom. I 

thought little of the future. I did not know whether I would ever speak to her or not or, if I spoke to her, how I 

could tell her of my confused adoration. But my body was like a harp and her words and gestures were like 

fingers running upon the wires. 

One evening I went into the back drawing-room in which the priest had died. It was a dark rainy evening and 

there was no sound in the house. Through one of the broken panes I heard the rain impinge upon the earth, the 

fine incessant needles of water playing in the sodden beds. Some distant lamp or lighted window gleamed 

below me. I was thankful that I could see so little. All my senses seemed to desire to veil themselves and, 

feeling that I was about to slip from them, I pressed the palms of my hands together until they trembled, 

murmuring: 'O love! O love!' many times. 

At last she spoke to me. When she addressed the first words to me I was so confused that I did not know what 

to answer. She asked me was I going to Araby. I forgot whether I answered yes or no. It would be a splendid 

bazaar; she said she would love to go. 
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'And why can't you?' I asked. 

While she spoke she turned a silver bracelet round and round her wrist. She could not go, she said, because 

there would be a retreat that week in her convent. Her brother and two other boys were fighting for their caps, 

and I was alone at the railings. She held one of the spikes, bowing her head towards me. The light from the 

lamp opposite our door caught the white curve of her neck, lit up her hair that rested there and, falling, lit up 

the hand upon the railing. It fell over one side of her dress and caught the white border of a petticoat, just 

visible as she stood at ease. 

'It's well for you,' she said. 

'If I go,' I said, 'I will bring you something.' 

What innumerable follies laid waste my waking and sleeping thoughts after that evening! I wished to 

annihilate the tedious intervening days. I chafed against the work of school. At night in my bedroom and by 

day in the classroom her image came between me and the page I strove to read. The syllables of the word 

Araby were called to me through the silence in which my soul luxuriated and cast an Eastern enchantment 

over me. I asked for leave to go to the bazaar on Saturday night. My aunt was surprised, and hoped it was not 

some Freemason affair. I answered few questions in class. I watched my master's face pass from amiability to 

sternness; he hoped I was not beginning to idle. I could not call my wandering thoughts together. I had hardly 

any patience with the serious work of life which, now that it stood between me and my desire, seemed to me 

child's play, ugly monotonous child's play. 

On Saturday morning I reminded my uncle that I wished to go to the bazaar in the evening. He was fussing at 

the hallstand, looking for the hat-brush, and answered me curtly: 

'Yes, boy, I know.' 

As he was in the hall I could not go into the front parlour and lie at the window. I left the house in bad 

humour and walked slowly towards the school. The air was pitilessly raw and already my heart misgave me. 

When I came home to dinner my uncle had not yet been home. Still it was early. I sat staring at the clock for 

some time and, when its ticking began to irritate me, I left the room. I mounted the staircase and gained the 

upper part of the house. The high, cold, empty, gloomy rooms liberated me and I went from room to room 

singing. From the front window I saw my companions playing below in the street. Their cries reached me 

weakened and indistinct and, leaning my forehead against the cool glass, I looked over at the dark house 

where she lived. I may have stood there for an hour, seeing nothing but the brown-clad figure cast by my 

imagination, touched discreetly by the lamplight at the curved neck, at the hand upon the railings and at the 

border below the dress. 

When I came downstairs again I found Mrs Mercer sitting at the fire. She was an old, garrulous woman, a 

pawnbroker's widow, who collected used stamps for some pious purpose. I had to endure the gossip of the 

tea-table. The meal was prolonged beyond an hour and still my uncle did not come. Mrs Mercer stood up to 

go: she was sorry she couldn't wait any longer, but it was after eight o'clock and she did not like to be out late, 
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as the night air was bad for her. When she had gone I began to walk up and down the room, clenching my 

fists. My aunt said: 

'I'm afraid you may put off your bazaar for this night of Our Lord.' 

At nine o'clock I heard my uncle's latchkey in the hall door. I heard him talking to himself and heard the 

hallstand rocking when it had received the weight of his overcoat. I could interpret these signs. When he was 

midway through his dinner I asked him to give me the money to go to the bazaar. He had forgotten. 

'The people are in bed and after their first sleep now,' he said. 

I did not smile. My aunt said to him energetically: 

'Can't you give him the money and let him go? You've kept him late enough as it is.' 

My uncle said he was very sorry he had forgotten. He said he believed in the old saying: 'All work and no 

play makes Jack a dull boy.' He asked me where I was going and, when I told him a second time, he asked me 

did I know The Arab's Farewell to His Steed. When I left the kitchen he was about to recite the opening lines 

of the piece to my aunt. 

I held a florin tightly in my hand as I strode down Buckingham Street towards the station. The sight of the 

streets thronged with buyers and glaring with gas recalled to me the purpose of my journey. I took my seat in 

a third-class carriage of a deserted train. After an intolerable delay the train moved out of the station slowly. It 

crept onward among ruinous houses and over the twinkling river. At Westland Row Station a crowd of people 

pressed to the carriage doors; but the porters moved them back, saying that it was a special train for the 

bazaar. I remained alone in the bare carriage. In a few minutes the train drew up beside an improvised wooden 

platform. I passed out on to the road and saw by the lighted dial of a clock that it was ten minutes to ten. In 

front of me was a large building which displayed the magical name. 

I could not find any sixpenny entrance and, fearing that the bazaar would be closed, I passed in quickly 

through a turnstile, handing a shilling to a weary-looking man. I found myself in a big hall girded at half its 

height by a gallery. Nearly all the stalls were closed and the greater part of the hall was in darkness. I 

recognized a silence like that which pervades a church after a service. I walked into the centre of the bazaar 

timidly. A few people were gathered about the stalls which were still open. Before a curtain, over which the 

words Caf Chantant were written in coloured lamps, two men were counting money on a salver. I listened to 

the fall of the coins. 

Remembering with difficulty why I had come, I went over to one of the stalls and examined porcelain vases 

and flowered tea-sets. At the door of the stall a young lady was talking and laughing with two young 

gentlemen. I remarked their English accents and listened vaguely to their conversation. 

'O, I never said such a thing!' 

'O, but you did!' 
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'O, but I didn't!' 

'Didn't she say that?' 

'Yes. I heard her.' 

'O, there's a... fib!' 

Observing me, the young lady came over and asked me did I wish to buy anything. The tone of her voice was 

not encouraging; she seemed to have spoken to me out of a sense of duty. I looked humbly at the great jars 

that stood like eastern guards at either side of the dark entrance to the stall and murmured: 

'No, thank you.' 

The young lady changed the position of one of the vases and went back to the two young men. They began to 

talk of the same subject. Once or twice the young lady glanced at me over her shoulder. 

I lingered before her stall, though I knew my stay was useless, to make my interest in her wares seem the 

more real. Then I turned away slowly and walked down the middle of the bazaar. I allowed the two pennies to 

fall against the sixpence in my pocket. I heard a voice call from one end of the gallery that the light was out. 

The upper part of the hall was now completely dark. 

Gazing up into the darkness I saw myself as a creature driven and derided by vanity; and my eyes burned with 

anguish and anger. 

 

Araby was featured as The Short Story of the Day on Fri, Mar 19, 2021 

 

Araby is one of the stories featured in our collection of Short Stories for High School I. For comparison and 

analysis, Araby pairs well with Witches' Loaves by O. Henry. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/james-joyce/short-story/araby 
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Working with dangerous viruses sounds like trouble – but here’s what scientists learn from studying 

pathogens in secure labs 
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Oklahoma State University aporta financiación como institución colaboradora de The Conversation US. 

Ver todos los asociados 

 

Creemos en el libre flujo de información 

Republique nuestros artículos libremente, en impreso o digital, bajo licencia Creative Commons 

There are about 1,400 known human pathogens – viruses, bacteria, fungi, protozoa and helminths that can 

cause a person’s injury or death. But in a world with a trillion individual species of microorganisms, where 

scientists have counted only one one-thousandth of one percent, how likely is it researchers have discovered 

and characterized everything that might threaten people? 

Not very likely at all. And there’s a lot to be gained from knowing these microscopic enemies better. 

So even though in day-to-day life it makes sense to avoid these dangerous microorganisms, scientists like 

me are motivated to study them up close and personal to learn how they work. Of course, we want to do it in 

as safe a way as possible. 

I’ve worked in biocontainment laboratories and have published scientific articles on both bacteria and viruses, 

including influenza and the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Here at Oklahoma State University, 10 research 

groups are currently studying pathogens in biosecure labs. They’re identifying genetic variations of viruses 

and bacteria, studying how they operate within cells of their hosts. Some are untangling how the host immune 

system responds to these invaders and is affected by so-called comorbidities of obesity, diabetes or advanced 

age. Others are investigating how to detect and eliminate pathogens. 

Our mission is to share knowledge and inform decisions. 

About us 

This kind of research, to understand how pathogens cause harm, is crucial to human and veterinary medicine, 

as well as the health of mammals, birds, fish, plants, insects and other species around the globe. 
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https://www.nature.com/articles/nrmicro2644
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1521291113
https://aeon.co/ideas/there-are-more-microbial-species-on-earth-than-stars-in-the-sky
https://doi.org/10.1038/nmicrobiol.2016.48
https://doi.org/10.1038/nmicrobiol.2016.48
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Forewarned is forearmed 

Think about all scientists have learned in the past century about how to prevent diseases based on 

understanding which microorganism is responsible, where it is in the environment and how it overcomes 

humans’ natural defenses. 

Understanding what these organisms do, how they do it, and how they spread helps researchers develop 

measures to detect, mitigate and control their expansion. The goal is to be able to cure or prevent the disease 

they cause. The more dangerous the pathogen, the more urgently scientists need to understand it. 

This is where lab research comes in. 

Scientists have basic questions about how a pathogen conducts itself. What machinery does it use to enter a 

host cell and replicate? What genes does it activate, to make which proteins? This kind of information can be 

used to pinpoint strategies to eliminate the pathogen or lead to disease treatments or vaccines. 

As the library of what is known about pathogens grows, there’s more chance researchers can apply some of 

that knowledge when faced with an emerging pathogen. 

People might encounter new pathogens as they move into different parts of the world, or alter ecosystems. 

Sometimes a pathogen adapts to a new vector – meaning it can be carried by a different organism – allowing 

it to spread into new areas and infect new populations. Roughly 70% of emerging infectious diseases around 

the world are transmitted through animals to people; these are called zoonotic diseases. It is critical to 

understand how these pathways work in order to have even a modest ability to predict what could happen. 

While there are patterns in nature that can provide clues, the tremendous diversity of the microbial world and 

the rate at which these organisms evolve new strategies for their own defense and survival makes it 

imperative to study and understand each one as it’s discovered. 

https://doi.org/10.1098/rstb.2001.0888
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A scientist wearing personal protective gear works with coronavirus within a biosafety cabinet. Pallava 

Bagla/Corbis News via Getty Images 

Can this research be done safely? 

There is no such thing as zero risk in any endeavor, but over many years, researchers have developed safe 

laboratory methods for working with dangerous pathogens. 

Each study must document in advance what is to be done, how, where and by whom. These descriptions are 

reviewed by independent committees to make sure the plans outline the safest way to do the work. There’s 

independent follow-up by trained professionals within the institution and, in some cases, by the U.S. Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, or both, to ensure researchers are 

following the approved procedures and regulations. 

Those who work with dangerous pathogens adhere to two sets of principles. There’s biosafety, which refers to 

containment. It includes all the engineering controls that keep the scientists and their surroundings safe: 

enclosed, ventilated workspaces called biosafety cabinets, directional airflows and anterooms to control air 

movement inside the lab. Special high-efficiency particulate air filters (HEPA) clean the air moving in and out 

of the laboratory. 

https://images.theconversation.com/files/405532/original/file-20210610-14622-yakcdd.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/405532/original/file-20210610-14622-yakcdd.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/scientists-wearing-ppe-carry-out-tests-in-a-bio-safety-news-photo/1266591090?adppopup=true
https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/scientists-wearing-ppe-carry-out-tests-in-a-bio-safety-news-photo/1266591090?adppopup=true
https://doi.org/10.3389/fbioe.2020.00650
https://www.who.int/influenza/pip/BiosecurityandBiosafety_EN_20Mar2018.pdf
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We stick to good laboratory work practices, and everyone suits up in personal protective equipment including 

gowns, masks and gloves. Sometimes we use special respirators to filter the air we breathe while in the lab. 

Additionally we often inactivate the pathogen we’re studying – essentially taking it apart so it is not 

functional – and work on the pieces one or a few at a time. 

Then there’s biosecurity, meaning the measures designed to prevent loss, theft, release or misuse of a 

pathogen. They include access controls, inventory controls and certified methods for decontaminating and 

disposing of waste. Part of these security measures is keeping the details close. 

 

Biosafety levels are defined by how much risk is involved in working with particular pathogens. The 

Conversation, CC BY-ND 

The research community recognizes four levels of biosafety practices. Biosafety level-1 (BSL-1) and BSL-2 

are applied to general laboratory spaces where there is low to no risk. They would not work with 

microorganisms that pose a serious threat to people or animals. 

BSL-3 refers to laboratories where there is high individual risk but low community risk, meaning there is a 

pathogen that can cause serious human disease but treatments are available. This is the kind of work my 

colleagues and I, and many medical and veterinary schools, will do. 

BSL-4 refers to work with pathogens that pose a high risk of significant disease in people, animals or both 

that is transmitted among individuals and for which an effective treatment may not be available. BSL-4 

laboratories are relatively rare, by one estimate only about 50 exist in the world. 

https://images.theconversation.com/files/341976/original/file-20200615-65961-1md20md.png?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/341976/original/file-20200615-65961-1md20md.png?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
https://www.who.int/csr/resources/publications/biosafety/Biosafety7.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biosafety_level
https://images.theconversation.com/files/341976/original/file-20200615-65961-1md20md.png?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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At each level the increased risk requires increasingly stringent precautions to keep workers safe and prevent 

any accidental or malicious misuse. 

[The Conversation’s most important coronavirus headlines, weekly in a science newsletter] 

What’s at risk if science ignores these microbes? 

In recent years, the world has seen outbreaks of severe disease caused by several types of pathogens. Even for 

the pathogens scientists do know about, much remains unknown. It is reasonable to expect there are more 

threats out there yet to be discovered. 

It is critical for scientists to study new disease pathogens in the lab as they’re discovered and to understand 

how they move from host to host and are affected by conditions; what variations develop over time; and what 

effective control measures can be developed. In addition to more well-known viruses such as rabies, West 

Nile virus and Ebola, there are several critically important pathogens circulating in the world today that pose a 

serious threat. Hantaviruses, dengue, Zika virus and the Nipah virus are all under investigation in various labs, 

where researchers are working to understand more about how they’re transmitted, develop rapid diagnostics 

and produce vaccines and therapeutics. 

Microorganisms are the most abundant form of life on the planet and extremely important to human health 

and the health of plants and animals. In general, people have adapted to their presence, and vice versa. For 

those microbes with the capacity to do real harm, it makes sense to study as many as scientists can now, 

before the next pandemic hits. 

 

https://theconversation.com/working-with-dangerous-viruses-sounds-like-trouble-but-heres-what-scientists-

learn-from-studying-pathogens-in-secure-labs-
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_us&utm_term=Working%20with%20dangerous%20viruses%20sounds%20like%20trouble%20%20but%20

heres%20what%20scientists%20learn%20from%20studying%20pathogens%20in%20secure%20labs 
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https://theconversation.com/working-with-dangerous-viruses-sounds-like-trouble-but-heres-what-scientists-learn-from-studying-pathogens-in-secure-labs-161721?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter%20%20June%2010%202021%20-%201970819328&utm_content=Daily%20Newsletter%20%20June%2010%202021%20-%201970819328+Version+A+CID_76874663102629863ccc9c908a44daf5&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=Working%20with%20dangerous%20viruses%20sounds%20like%20trouble%20%20but%20heres%20what%20scientists%20learn%20from%20studying%20pathogens%20in%20secure%20labs
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John Uri Lloyd’s Etidorhpa (1895) 

John Uril Lloyd, Etidorhpa; or, The End of Earth (Cincinnati: J. U. Lloyd, 1895). 

“For eighteen years the writer has been seated at this desk and all kinds of books have been passed in review, 

but has never before met with such a stumper”, wrote the literary critic for Chicago’s The Inter Ocean paper 

in 1895. And they were not alone. The Los Angeles Times called the novel “an extraordinary literary and 

scientific work”, a “new candidate for popular favor”. Soon after, the book’s title became a not-uncommon 

baby name for bookish parents. And, as late as 1986, we find J. Soule Smith (sobriquet: “Falcon”) remarking 

on the text’s long legacy: “What the author thought would be the puzzle of a few has become the study of the 

multitude”. 

With a reputation such as this, you may be expecting The Picture of Dorian Gray, a Sherlock Holmes novel, 

or some other enduring classic. And yet, the novel under discussion is Etidorhpa; or, the End of the Earth: the 

Strange History of a Mysterious Being and the Account of a Remarkable Journey, John Uri Lloyd’s whimsical 

take on the “hollow earth” genre. Imagine the progeny of Jules Verne’s Journey to the Center of the 

Earth and an experiment in automatic writing by a member of Havelock Ellis’ peyote-munching cohort. Now 

steep that vision in Masonic paranoia, fringe geological theories, and a surprisingly earnest account of 

spiritual longing. Let it age a century and only then would you have a text that begins to hold a candle 

to Etidorhpa. 

Published by the Cincinnati-based pharmacologist John Uri Lloyd in 1895, the novel features psychonautical 

learning long before Albert Hofmann discovered LSD. Indeed, Lloyd is somewhat frank, in scientific journal 

articles, about his auto-guinea-piggery. As R. J. Smith recounts, Lloyd breezily describes evaluating “the 

alkaloidal salts of morphine, quinine, cocaine, etc.”, by letting samples of each dissolve upon his tongue. But 

the author’s biography is equally mind-bending. He dined with Mark Twain, fished with Grover Cleveland, 

was employed by the Smithsonian to survey the licorice yields of the Ottoman Empire, and left behind one 

of the most remarkable private libraries in the United States. 

The novel’s story feels indebted both to John Symmes’ theory of “Hollow Earth” and the kidnapping 

of William Morgan by supposed Freemasons. Like Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein or Christopher 

Nolan’s Inception, the mise-en-abymic narrative creates a formal correlate for the supernatural plot. In brief: a 

man named Johannes Llewellyn Llongollyn Drury, studying occult and alchemic phenomena, receives an 

unexpected visitor late in the night. A white-haired man teleports into his parlor. As in Henry James’ The 

Turn of the Screw, published three years after Etidorhpa, the creepiest quality of this ghostly apparition is not 

physical but textual. The elderly man entrusts a manuscript to our narrator, recounting events that transpired 

three decades earlier, and, eventually, introduces himself by the (almost) Old Testament moniker of “I—

Am—The—Man—Who—Did—It”. 

We jump into the manuscript, which tells of the man’s kidnapping by a secret hermetic society. His captors 

forced him to prematurely age in order to disguise his identity. Soon after, I—Am—The—Man is indentured 

to a guide, whose face, “if a face it could be called, was wet, and water dripped from all parts of his slippery 

person. . . the moisture seemed to ooze as from the hide of a water lizard”. The lizardly usher leads the now-

aged man to the underworld (the entrance of which, we learn, is to be found in Kentucky). It’s like Dante 

meets Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland meets contemporary internet conspiracy theories about “the reptilian 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/brilliant-visions-peyote-among-the-aesthetes
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0898140X15316694
https://www.cincinnatimagazine.com/citywiseblog/john-uri-lloyd/
https://archive.org/details/fishingshootings01clev
https://lloydlibrary.org/about/a-brief-history-of-the-lloyd-library-and-museum/
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/still-farther-south#1-3
https://archive.org/details/illustrationsofm00morg
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elite”. As Drury and the creature descend into the earth’s interior, their ever-evolving philosophical debate 

finds new scenery: forests of colossal fungi; a field of Brobdingnag hands affixed to the bodies of Lilliputians; 

and the experience of “eternity without time”, which comes with footnotes, whose syntax seems to exhibit the 

very symptoms of the substance it proclaims to decry: 

If, in the course of experimentation, a chemist should strike upon a compound that in traces only would 

subject his mind and drive his pen to record such seemingly extravagant ideas as are found in the 

hallucinations herein pictured, or to frame word-sentences foreign to normal conditions, and beyond his 

natural ability, and yet could he not know the end of such a drug, would it not be his duty to bury the 

discovery from others, to cover from mankind the existence of such a noxious fruit of the chemist’s or 

pharmaceutist’s art? 

The novel’s title stems from an encounter with a being named “Etidorhpa”, who appears after I—Am—The—

Man declines to drink a distillation of “derivates of the rarest species of the fungus family”. Instead of drugs, 

he is intoxicated by this seraphic creature, whose rhetorical flourishes almost eclipse her physical beauty. 

“The universe bows to my authority”, she says. “Stars and suns enamored pulsate and throb in space and kiss 

each other in waves of light; atoms cold embrace and cling together; structures inanimate affiliate with and 

attract inanimate structures; bodies dead to other noble passions are not dead to love.” She later introduces 

herself as an entity once known as Venus, but whose true name is Etidorhpa (“Aphrodite” in reverse). 

We will leave it to eager readers to discover how this mysterious book ends. But if the text itself is not 

tantalizing enough, below you can browse illustrations by J. Augustus Knapp (1853-1938), which are as 

unsettling as the tale that they frame. 

 

 

SOURCE Internet Archive / Duke University Libraries  

•  

 

More Duke University Libraries content on PDR (7) 

 

https://archive.org/details/etidorhpaorend00lloy/page/n15/mode/2up
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/duke-university-libraries
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/duke-university-libraries
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/duke-university-libraries
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/duke-university-libraries
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/duke-university-libraries
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•  

 

More Internet Archive content on PDR (610) 

 

Each Finger Pointed Towards The Open Way In Front. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/internet-archive
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/internet-archive
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/internet-archive
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/internet-archive
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/source/internet-archive
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Confronted By A Singular Looking Being. 
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This Struggling Ray of Sunlight Is To Be Your Last for Years. 
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I Was In A Forest Of Colossal Fungi. 
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Monstrous Cubical Crystals. 
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Far As The Eye Could Reach The Glassy Barrier Spread As A Crystal Mirror. 
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We Came to a Metal Boat. 
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We Finally Reached A Precipitous Bluff. 
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The Wall Descended Perpendicularly To Seemingly Infinite Depths. 
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We Passed Through Caverns Filled With Creeping Reptiles. 
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Flowers And Structures Beautiful, Insects Gorgeous. 
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With Fear And Trembling I Crept On My Knees To His Side. 
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I Stood Alone In My Room Holding The Mysterious Manuscript. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/etidorhpa 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/etidorhpa
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Whom We Love and Who We Are: José Ortega y Gasset on Love, Attention, and the Invisible 

Architecture of Our Being 

“Love is an impulse which springs from the most profound depths of our beings, and upon reaching the 

visible surface of life carries with it an alluvium of shells and seaweed from the inner abyss.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“Attention is the rarest and purest form of generosity,” the great French philosopher Simone Weil wrote 

shortly before her untimely death. An epoch after her, Mary Oliver eulogized the love of her life with the 

observation that “attention without feeling… is only a report.” Looking back on centuries of love poems by 

people of genius who dared to love beyond the cultural narrows of their time, the poet J.D. McClatchy 

observed that “love is the quality of attention we pay to things.” 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/08/19/simone-weil-attention-gravity-and-grace/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/20/mary-oliver-molly-malone-cook-our-world/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/26/j-d-mcclatchy-love-speaks-its-name/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1614273383/braipick-20
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Because our attention shapes our entire experience of the world — this, after all, is the foundation of all 

Eastern traditions of mindfulness, which train the attention in order to anneal our quality of presence — the 

objects of our attention end up, in a subtle but profound way, shaping who we are. 

Because there is hardly a condition of consciousness that focuses the attention more sharply and totally upon 

its object than love, what and whom we love is the ultimate revelation of what and who we are. 

 

Art by Margaret C. Cook from a rare 1913 edition of Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass. Available as a print. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://society6.com/product/how-calm-how-solemn-it-grows-to-ascend-the-atmosphere-of-lovers_print?sku=s6-8967910p4a1v45?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/how-calm-how-solemn-it-grows-to-ascend-the-atmosphere-of-lovers_print?sku=s6-8967910p4a1v45?curator=brainpicker
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That is what the great Spanish philosopher José Ortega y Gasset (May 9, 1883–October 18, 1955) explores 

in a series of essays originally written for the Madrid newspaper El Sol and posthumously published in 

English as On Love: Aspects of a Single Theme (public library) — a singular culmination of Ortega’s 

philosophic investigation of Western culture’s blind spots, biases, and touching self-delusions about love, that 

is, about who and what we are. 

Defining love as “that sense of spiritual perception with which one seems to touch someone else’s soul, to feel 

its contours, the harshness or gentleness of its character,” Ortega notes that love reveals “the most intimate 

and mysterious preferences which form our individual character.” He writes: 

There are situations, moments in life, in which, unawares, the human being confesses great portions of his 

ultimate personality, of his true nature. One of these situations is love. In their choice* of lovers [human 

beings] reveal their essential nature. The type of human being which we prefer reveals the contours of our 

heart. Love is an impulse which springs from the most profound depths of our beings, and upon reaching the 

visible surface of life carries with it an alluvium of shells and seaweed from the inner abyss. A skilled 

naturalist, by filing these materials, can reconstruct the oceanic depths from which they have been uprooted. 

Defining attention as “the function charged with giving the mind its structure and cohesion,” Ortega places it 

at the center of the experience of love: 

“Falling in love” is a phenomenon of attention. 

[…] 

Our spiritual and mental life is merely that which takes place in the zone of maximum illumination. The rest 

— the zone of conscious inattention and, beyond that, the subconscious — is only potential life, a preparation, 

an arsenal or reserve. The attentive consciousness can be regarded as the very space of our personalities. We 

can just as well say that that thing dislodges a certain space in our personalities. 

Half a century after William James — one of Ortega’s greatest influences and philosophical progenitors — 

laid the groundwork of modern psychology with his statement “My experience is what I agree to attend 

to,” Ortega adds: 

Nothing characterizes us as much as our field of attention… This formula might be accepted: tell me where 

your attention lies and I will tell you who you are. 

[…] 

“Falling in love,” initially, is no more than this: attention abnormally fastened upon another person. If the 

latter knows how to utilize his privileged situation and ingeniously nourishes that attention, the rest follows 

with irremissible mechanism. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1614273383/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/on-love-aspects-of-a-single-theme/oclc/1031851786&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/06/06/james-baldwin-giovannis-room-love-choice/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/25/william-james-attention/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/25/william-james-attention/
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Illustration from the vintage Danish handbook An ABZ of Love 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/12/05/an-abz-of-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/12/05/an-abz-of-love/
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Art by Dorothy Lathrop, 1922. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/03/09/dorothy-lathrop-down-adown-derry/
https://society6.com/product/art-by-dorothy-lathrop-for-down-adown-derry-by-walter-de-la-mare-19224642738_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-dorothy-lathrop-for-down-adown-derry-by-walter-de-la-mare-19224642738_print?curator=brainpicker
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Paradoxically, the cultural narrative handed down to us by the Romantics postulates that love broadens and 

consecrates our awareness of life: Suddenly, everything is illuminated; suddenly, everything sings. Anyone 

who has ridden the intoxicating elation of early love has felt this, and yet Ortega intimates that this is an 

illusion of consciousness, masking the actual phenomenon at work, which is rather the opposite — everything 

is tinted with aspects of the beloved, blurring and tuning out the details that give the world its actuality. 

Ortega writes: 

The person in love has the impression that the life of his consciousness is very rich. His reduced world is 

more concentrated. All of his psychic forces converge to act upon one single point, and this gives a false 

aspect of superlative intensity to his existence. 

At the same time, that exclusiveness of attention endows the favored object with portentous qualities… By 

overwhelming an object with attention and concentrating on it, the consciousness endows it with an 

incomparable force of reality. It exists for us at every moment; it is ever present, there alongside us, more real 

than anything else. The remainder of the world must be sought out, by laboriously deflecting our attention 

from the beloved… The world does not exist for the lover. His beloved has dislodged and replaced it… 

Without a paralysis of consciousness and a reduction of our habitual world, we could never fall in love. 

Long before cognitive scientists came to study what “an intentional, unapologetic discriminator” attention is 

as it frames our experience of reality by deliberate exclusion, Ortega writes: 

Attention is the supreme instrument of personality; it is the apparatus which regulates our mental lives. When 

paralyzed, it does not leave us any freedom of movement. In order to save ourselves, we would have to 

reopen the field of our consciousness, and to achieve that it would be necessary to introduce other objects into 

its focus to rupture the beloved’s exclusiveness. If in the paroxysm of falling in love we could suddenly see 

the beloved in the normal perspective of our attention, her magic power would be destroyed. In order, 

however, to gain this perspective we would have to focus our attention upon other things, that is, we would 

have to emerge from our own consciousness, which is totally absorbed by the object that we love. 

Nothing illustrates this contracting of the lens more clearly than the discomposing experience of emerging 

from the somnambulant state of in-loveness — an experience familiar to anyone who has ever surfaced from 

an infatuation or has deepened an infatuation into a calm and steady love. Ortega writes: 

When we emerge from a period of falling in love we feel an impression similar to awakening and emerging 

from a narrow passage crammed with dreams. Then we realize that normal perspective is broader and airier, 

and we become aware of all the hermeticism and rarefaction from which our impassioned minds suffered. For 

a time we experience the moments of vacillation, weakness, and melancholy of convalescence. 

But despite its potential pitfalls, love remains at once the most interior and the most influential experience of 

our personhood. In a sentiment evocative of that exquisite line from The Little Prince — “What is essential is 

invisible to the eye.” — Ortega considers how love, so invisible yet so essential a feature of our humanity, 

polishes the lens of our entire worldview: 

The things which are important lie behind the things that are apparent. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/08/12/on-looking-eleven-walks-with-expert-eyes/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/02/03/exupery-little-prince-morgan-drawings/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/02/03/exupery-little-prince-morgan-drawings/
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Art from the 19th-century French physics textbook Les phénomènes de la physique. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/20/amedee-guillemin-le-monde-physique/
https://society6.com/product/light-distribution-on-soap-bubble-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11475521p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/light-distribution-on-soap-bubble-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11475521p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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One of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s original watercolors for The Little Prince. 

 […] 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/02/03/exupery-little-prince-morgan-drawings/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/02/03/exupery-little-prince-morgan-drawings/
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Probably, there is only one other theme more inward than love: that which may be called “metaphysical 

sentiment,” or the essential, ultimate, and basic impression which we have of the universe. This acts as a 

foundation and support for our other activities, whatever they may be. No one lives without it, although its 

degree of clarity varies from person to person. It encompasses our primary, decisive attitude toward all of 

reality, the pleasure which the world and life hold for us. Our other feelings, thoughts, and desires are 

activated by this primary attitude and are sustained and colored by it. Of necessity, the complexion of our love 

affairs is one of the most telling symptoms of this primogenital sensation. By observing our neighbor in love 

we are able to deduce his vision or goal in life. And this is the most interesting thing to ascertain: not 

anecdotes about his existence, but the card upon which he stakes his life. 

Art 

by Jean-Pierre Weill from The Well of Being 

And yet our culture has a peculiar willful blindness to how love shapes life and the particular expression of 

aliveness that is our creative work — a peculiar denial of the elemental fact that because we love with 

everything we are, our loves imprint everything we make. (I wrote Figuring in large part as an antidote to this 

dangerous delusion, exploring how the loves at the center of great lives shaped the way in which those 

persons of genius in turn shaped our understanding of the world with their scientific and artistic work.) Ortega 

shares in this distaste for the cultural diminishment of love as a driving force of creative work. Observing that 

many persons of extraordinary creative power have tended to take their loves “more seriously than their 

work” — the very work for which they are celebrated as geniuses, and a choice for which they have suffered 

derision by their contemporaries and by posterity — he admonishes against this common cultural judgment: 

It is curious that only those incapable of producing great work believe that the contrary is the proper conduct: 

to take science, art, or politics seriously and disdain love affairs as mere frivolities. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/26/the-well-of-being-jean-pierre-weill/
https://www.brainpickings.org/figuring/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/02/26/the-well-of-being-jean-pierre-weill/
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Crochet mural by street artist NaomiRAG, Greenpoint, Brooklyn. Photograph by Maria Popova. (Available as 

a print.) 

A century and a half after astronomer Maria Mitchell — a key figure in Figuring — observed that “whatever 

our degree of friends may be, we come more under their influence than we are aware,” Ortega laments: 

https://www.patreon.com/NaomiRAG
https://society6.com/product/unweaving-a-heart-to-weave-a-rainbow_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/unweaving-a-heart-to-weave-a-rainbow_print?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/maria-mitchell/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/09/10/maria-mitchell-friendship/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/09/10/maria-mitchell-friendship/
https://society6.com/product/unweaving-a-heart-to-weave-a-rainbow_print?curator=brainpicker
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We do not take into sufficient consideration the enormous influence which our loves exercise upon our lives. 

But while love reveals who we are, it also shapes who we are, sculpting our character and tinting our 

personality. The century of psychology developed since Ortega’s epoch has illuminated just how much “who 

we are and who we become depends, in part, on whom we love.” Ortega intuits this transformative power of 

love and, in consonance with Kurt Vonnegut’s theory that you can be in love up to three times in life, he 

writes: 

 

Art by Dorothy Lathrop, 1922. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/06/25/limbic-revision/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/06/25/limbic-revision/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/11/15/kurt-vonnegut-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/03/09/dorothy-lathrop-down-adown-derry/
https://society6.com/product/art-by-dorothy-lathrop-for-down-adown-derry-by-walter-de-la-mare-19224642772_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-dorothy-lathrop-for-down-adown-derry-by-walter-de-la-mare-19224642772_print?curator=brainpicker
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A personality experiences in the course of its life two or three great transformations, which are like different 

stages of the same moral trajectory… Our innermost being seems, in each of these two or three phases, to 

rotate a few degrees upon its axis, to shift toward another quadrant of the universe and to orient itself toward 

new constellations. 

Complement these fragments from Ortega’s intensely insightful On Love with Adrienne Rich on how 

relationships refine our truths, James Baldwin on love and the illusion of choice, and Esther Perel on our 

greatest misconception about love, then revisit what remains my favorite meditation on the subject from 

centuries of literature and philosophy: Hannah Arendt on love and how to live with the fundamental fear of 

loss. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/06/25/jose-ortega-y-gasset-on-

love/?mc_cid=44c9a325c5&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1614273383/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/07/02/adrienne-rich-honorable-human-relationship/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/07/02/adrienne-rich-honorable-human-relationship/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/06/06/james-baldwin-giovannis-room-love-choice/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/03/23/esther-perel-on-being-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/03/23/esther-perel-on-being-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/25/love-and-saint-augustine-hannah-arendt/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/25/love-and-saint-augustine-hannah-arendt/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/06/25/jose-ortega-y-gasset-on-love/?mc_cid=44c9a325c5&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/06/25/jose-ortega-y-gasset-on-love/?mc_cid=44c9a325c5&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Yankee Doodle 

by Anonymous 

 

 

Yankee Doodle (1781) is an earlier version of the patriotic song you might also know, Yankee Doodle 

Dandy (1904). It was sung by British soldiers before the American Revolutionary War to make fun of the 

sloppy "Yankee simpletons" they served with during the French and Indian War. Americans later adopted it 

https://americanliterature.com/author/anonymous
https://americanliterature.com/author/george-m-cohan/poem/yankee-doodle-dandy
https://americanliterature.com/author/george-m-cohan/poem/yankee-doodle-dandy
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as a song of defiance and support for their Commander of the Continental Army, George Washington. A 

"dandy" was a man overly concerned with fashion and physical appearance. "Macaroni" described 

something highly stylish. "Hasty pudding" was an oatmeal mush made with milk and grains (usually corn in 

America). In spite of its pejorative etymology, "Yankee Doodle Dandy" became a symbol of American 

patriotic pride, if not a bit self-effacing as well. It is featured in American Patriotic Songs. 

 

Thomas Nast, Yankee Doodle and Rip van Winkle, 1875 

[Chorus] 

 

Yankee Doodle went to town 

A-riding on a pony, 

Stuck a feather in his cap 

And called it macaroni. 

 

Yankee Doodle keep it up, 

Yankee Doodle dandy, 

Mind the music and the step, 

And with the girls be handy. 

 

[Verses] 

 

Father and I went down to camp, 

Along with Captain Gooding, 

https://americanliterature.com/american-patriotic-songs
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And there we saw the men and boys 

As thick as hasty pudding. 

[Chorus] 

And there we saw a thousand men 
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As rich as Squire David, 

And what they wasted every day, 

I wish it could be saved. 

 

 

[Chorus] 

 

The 'lasses they eat every day, 

Would keep a house a winter; 

They have so much, that I'll be bound, 

They eat it when they've a mind to. 

 

[Chorus] 

 

And there I see a swamping gun 

Large as a log of maple, 

Upon a deuced little cart, 

A load for father's cattle. 

 

[Chorus] 
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And every time they shoot it off, 

It takes a horn of powder, 

And makes a noise like father's gun, 

Only a nation louder. 

 

[Chorus] 

 

I went as nigh to one myself 

As 'Siah's underpinning; 

And father went as nigh again, 

I thought the deuce was in him. 

 

[Chorus] 

 

Cousin Simon grew so bold, 

I thought he would have cocked it; 

It scared me so I shrinked it off 

And hung by father's pocket. 

 

[Chorus] 
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And Cap'n Davis had a gun, 

He kind of clapt his hand on't 

And stuck a crooked stabbing iron 

Upon the little end on't 

 

[Chorus] 

 

And there I see a pumpkin shell 

As big as mother's basin, 

And every time they touched it off 

They scampered like the nation. 

 

[Chorus] 

 

I see a little barrel too, 

The heads were made of leather; 

They knocked on it with little clubs 

And called the folks together. 

 

[Chorus] 
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And there was Cap'n Washington, 

And gentle folks about him; 

They say he's grown so 'tarnal proud 

He will not ride without 'em. 

 

[Chorus] 

 

He got him on his meeting clothes, 

Upon a slapping stallion; 

He sat the world along in rows, 

In hundreds and in millions. 

 

[Chorus] 

 

The flaming ribbons in his hat, 

They looked so tearing fine, ah, 

I wanted dreadfully to get 

To give to my Jemima. 

 

[Chorus] 
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I see another snarl of men 

A-digging graves, they told me, 

So 'tarnal long, so 'tarnal deep, 

They 'tended they should hold me. 

 

[Chorus] 

 

It scared me so, I hooked it off, 

Nor stopped, as I remember, 

Nor turned about till I got home, 

Locked up in mother's chamber. 

 

[Chorus] 

 

 

This song is featured in our collection of American Patriotic Songs 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/anonymous/poem/yankee-doodle 

  

https://americanliterature.com/american-patriotic-songs
https://americanliterature.com/author/anonymous/poem/yankee-doodle
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Sparking scientific curiosity and recruiting talent for the benefit of our nation 

 

View Image Credit 

Sparking scientific curiosity and recruiting talent for the benefit of our nation 

By Sethuraman Panchanathan, 15th Director of the National Science Foundation 

July 2, 2021 

It starts with a spark. A STEM spark. A moment of inspiration, such as watching a human walk on the moon 

for the first time or viewing the first image of a black hole, produced by eight telescopes around the globe 

forming an earth-sized lens. A moment when you ask a question, become curious, innovate to find a solution 

or want to know more about the world around you. When you have a teacher or a mentor, who helps you 

solve a real problem, and you get inspired and curious to learn more. 

My dad was my inspiration -- a scientist who worked in atmospheric physics. His quest for scientific 

exploration, for discovery, for academic achievement -- that’s what inspired me and motivated me to pursue 

science. These moments are crucial for our young people, and we must be there to provide them a pathway to 

prospering in STEM careers. 

https://beta.nsf.gov/science-matters/sparking-scientific-curiosity-and-recruiting-talent-benefit-our-nation#hero-credit-caption
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Dr. Sethuraman Panchanathan, Director, 

U.S. National Science Foundation 

When the demographics of the research community are considered alongside the demographics of the nation, 

the difference, or gap, between the two are the missing millions. We must rapidly double, triple and quadruple 

the number of women, African Americans, Hispanic and Latinos, American Indians, Alaskan and Hawaiian 

Natives and Pacific Islanders in STEM fields. Together, we need to create pathways into the STEM 

community for the missing millions. 

We need every person who is interested in pursuing a STEM career -- from every demographic, socio-

economic group and geographic area -- to be able to do so. The U.S. National Science Foundation calls on the 

academic community to help us foster this talent, by building on-ramps to prepare a diverse STEM workforce, 

expanding our reach into communities across the country, and nurturing partnerships that foster communities 

of inclusivity and mentorship. 

Building on-ramps to STEM careers 

https://www.nsf.gov/nsb/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=302236&org=NSB&from=news
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Tomorrow’s science and engineering advances will be accomplished by people who are being educated today 

in our nation’s schools, ranging from K-12 through graduate school, as well as in informal environments. 

We must prioritize STEM learning at an early stage in life and spark curiosity-driven thinking. One way we 

can do this is by ensuring that students have access to research opportunities. 

Research Experiences for Undergraduates is one of NSF’s key initiatives focused on supporting 

undergraduate research, providing competitive summer research opportunities for undergraduate students 

interested in studying STEM fields. Programs are hosted by universities across the country and offer research 

experiences in nearly every discipline from studying ocean science on a research vessel to learning about 

aerospace engineering. NSF-funded REU sites accept students from a wide variety of different universities, 

providing a way for students from diverse backgrounds to work with stellar researchers, state-of-the-art 

equipment and forming important network connections with their peers and research mentors. 

Good mentorship leads to positive research experiences for these undergraduate students, who in turn feel a 

sense of belonging to the scientific community. This has an especially large impact on students from groups 

underrepresented in STEM, who often face numerous societal barriers to joining STEM fields. 

 

https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5517
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Expanding the geography of academic excellence 

Talent needs to be inspired, nurtured and advanced wherever it is found. 

As a community -- of educators, administrators, scientists and business leaders -- we need to ensure that a 

student’s socioeconomic background does not become a limiting factor in choosing to earn a STEM degree 

and pursue a related career. One way to do this is by recognizing the important role that community colleges 

play in building STEM pathways, especially in reaching communities of people who are underrepresented in 

science and are often overlooked. According to a report published by the National Academies of Sciences, 

Engineering, and Medicine, between 2010 and 2017, more than 53% of students who earned bachelor’s 

degrees completed some coursework at a community college, and about 26% earned associate degrees. 

We also need to sustain students from groups underrepresented in STEM on their educational journeys. We 

know that women and Black and Latino students leave STEM fields at a higher rate. And we know they are 

also more likely to leave academic tracks rather than go on to pursue graduate degrees, postdocs or early-

career research positions. 

NSF’s Louis Stokes Alliances for Minority Participation program, for example, builds institutional alliances 

that assist universities and colleges in developing and retaining STEM talent from underrepresented 

communities so that students can more successfully transition from community colleges to four-year 

universities and on to graduate programs. We need to build more institutional alliances like these so that K-12 

institutions and institutions of higher education can work together to expand access to STEM education and 

build a strong skilled technical workforce leading to fulfilling careers. 

Broadening participation in STEM is too complex for a one-size-fits-all solution. We need to look to 

individual communities and institutions to assess their specific needs when designing solutions. 

As educators and researchers, we have a great deal to learn from one another. NSF is deeply committed to 

studying and disseminating best practices when it comes to broadening participation. For example, we believe 

that historically Black colleges and universities can serve as models for how to build inclusive cultures 

through mentorship. 

HBCUs have proven to be extremely effective in graduating Black students, particularly in STEM fields. 

While HBCUs enroll about 9% of Black undergraduates in the U.S., they graduate a significantly higher 

percentage in critical fields such as engineering, mathematics and biological sciences. HBCUs represent eight 

of the top 12 institutions that graduate the highest number of Black undergraduate students who go on to earn 

S&E doctorates, according to the most recent Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science 

and Engineering report. 

Partnering to foster STEM talent through mentorship 

In recognition of this success and in an effort to discover what can be learned from HBCUs, in 2020, NSF 

launched the HBCU STEM Undergraduate Success Research Center to study successful broadening 

participation practices at 50 HBCUs and to develop evidence-based interventions for transforming education 

https://beta.nsf.gov/now-leaving-49727e4c211f842b0fa95e05ab?external_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nap.edu%2Fcatalog%2F13399%2Fcommunity-colleges-in-the-evolving-stem-education-landscape-summary-of&back_url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeta.nsf.gov%2Fscience-matters%2Fsparking-scientific-curiosity-and-recruiting-talent-benefit-our-nation
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsb20197/u-s-institutions-providing-s-e-higher-education
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsb20197/u-s-institutions-providing-s-e-higher-education
https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=13646
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf21321/
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf21321/
https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/announcements/081920.jsp
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nationwide. This type of collaboration will serve as a model as we work to create new types of partnerships 

that can be developed at speed and scale throughout every corner of the nation. 

Capitalizing on the breadth of talent from across the entire nation 

We need to work as partners to grow the STEM capable workforce, reaching out across the S&E community 

and beyond to form partnerships that foster and support those who want to explore and learn. This 

requires an intense collaboration and intentional, strategic actions -- it will not happen unless we make it a 

priority and collectively proceed with urgency. 

 

 

 

An REU participant at the Biomimetic MicroElectronic Systems at the University of Southern California, Los 

Angeles. Photo Credit: Biomimetic MicroElectronic Systems Engineering Research Center 
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No one institution alone will be able to create the type of robust and lasting change that is needed. Hence, 

strong partnerships among various agencies, institutions, sectors and other groups is critical. The resources, 

funding and initiatives NSF is deploying to broaden participation are important seeds for building a STEM 

community that is representative of the whole nation. To make lasting progress, we need to institutionalize 

these efforts and create self-sustaining cultures of inclusivity within our communities. We must be the catalyst 

for change that inspires everyone with a STEM spark -- a pathway to rewarding careers. We must make sure 

talent everywhere is empowered, energized and supported on their pathways to becoming our future scientists 

and engineers. 

 

https://beta.nsf.gov/science-matters/sparking-scientific-curiosity-and-recruiting-talent-benefit-our-nation 

  

https://beta.nsf.gov/science-matters/sparking-scientific-curiosity-and-recruiting-talent-benefit-our-nation
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Simulation methods for open quantum many-body systems 

DIPC QUANTUM SYSTEMS 

ByDIPC   

Image: FLY:D / Unsplash 

It is very difficult to obtain exact solutions to systems involving interactions between more than two bodies, 

using either classical mechanics or quantum mechanics. To understand the physics of many-body systems, it 

is necessary to make use of approximation techniques or model systems that capture the essential physics of 

the problem. The complexity of the problem scales exponentially with the size of the system, requiring the use 

of sophisticated simulation methods to obtain useful results This is compounded by the fact that no system in 

nature is perfectly isolated. They are constantly interacting with their environment in the form of heat transfer, 

decoherence, etc. Actually, all real systems are open systems. 

https://mappingignorance.org/category/dipc/dipc-quantum-systems/
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/07/01/simulation-methods-for-open-quantum-many-body-systems/#author
https://unsplash.com/@flyd2069?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/quantum?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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Open quantum many-body systems have witnessed a surge of interest in recent years, chiefly for two reasons. 

On the one hand, these systems offer the possibility of using controlled dissipation channels to engineer 

interesting quantum many-body states as the stationary state of their dynamics. On the other hand, open 

quantum many-body systems are attractive from a fundamental perspective, as their dynamics exhibits a wide 

range of features not found in equilibrium systems. 

Open quantum many-body systems are even harder to simulate on classical computers than closed systems, 

while at the same time the stationary state of an open quantum system is much easier to experimentally 

prepare than the ground state of a closed system. These properties make open quantum systems one of the 

prime candidates to show a quantum advantage of quantum simulators over classical methods within noisy 

intermediate-scale quantum devices. However, this requires a thorough assessment of the capabilities of 

classical simulation methods, which a team of researchers now provide in a new review 1. 

The substantial effort to develop novel simulation methods to investigate open quantum many-body systems 

has produced a variety of numerical methods. Specifically, in this review methods for the Markovian quantum 

master equation (assuming a weak-coupling limit), including mean-field stochastic methods, tensor networks, 

variational methods, quantum Monte Carlo methods, a truncated Wigner approximation, BBGKY hierarchy 

equations, and linked-cluster expansions are considered. 

While no method has yet emerged that is universally optimal for all cases, there have been several promising 

developments with different methods for different regimes. Even with the major technical advances recently 

achieved, there are still many open problems that are inaccessible with these state-of-the-art numerical 

techniques. 

The authors come to very interesting conclusions. The first is that mean-field methods are considerably less 

reliable for open systems than their counterparts for closed systems, although the reason for this discrepancy 

is still an open question. Secondly, tensor network methods have demonstrated their ability to successfully 

tackle many hard problems surrounding open many-body systems and resolve long-standing open questions. 

A particularly interesting and promising case is that of open 2D systems, which are unexplored territory to a 

large extent. Finally, for the variational methods discussed in this review, there appears to be a trade-off 

between the formal suitability of the norm and its efficient computability. 

Progress in recent years in simulating open quantum systems has brought the field to a level where one has a 

wide range of tools at hand to systematically make a comparison to experimental results, particularly in the 

context of quantum simulations. Combined with the experimental ease of preparing the steady state of an 

open quantum system, these are good reasons to believe that the study of strongly correlated open quantum 

many-body systems will become a research topic with an impact on other areas of science, such as material 

design and quantum computation. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may be copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research 

paper. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2021/07/01/simulation-methods-for-open-quantum-many-body-systems/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-8394-1
http://about.me/cesar_tome
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poem to my yellow coat 

by Lucille Clifton 

Issue no. 233 (Summer 2020) 

today i mourn my coat. 

my old potato. 

my yellow mother. 

my horse with buttons. 

my rind. 

today she split her skin 

like a snake, 

refusing to excuse my back 

for being big 

for being old 

for reaching toward other 

cuffs and sleeves. 

she cracked like a whip and 

fell apart, 

my terrible teacher to the end; 

to hell with the arms you want 

she hissed, 

be glad when you’re cold 

for the arms you have.  

  

  

https://www.theparisreview.org/poetry/7547/poem-to-my-yellow-coat-lucille-

clifton?utm_source=The+Paris+Review+Newsletter&utm_campaign=3b81037883-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_28_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_35491ea532-

3b81037883-55939013&mc_cid=3b81037883&mc_eid=d538c8f2e0 
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https://www.theparisreview.org/poetry/7547/poem-to-my-yellow-coat-lucille-clifton?utm_source=The+Paris+Review+Newsletter&utm_campaign=3b81037883-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_28_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_35491ea532-3b81037883-55939013&mc_cid=3b81037883&mc_eid=d538c8f2e0
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New undersea energy storage system harnesses the power of buoyancy 

By Loz Blain 

 

Anyone who's held a beach ball underwater knows how powerful a force buoyancy can be. Now it's being 

harnessed as a grid-scale energy storage system that could be cheaper than big batteries 

lightsource/Depositphotos 

Editor's Note: Julian Hunt, the lead researcher on this study, has contacted us to say the figures quoted in the 

original press release, as well as the research paper and subsequently this piece, are incorrect. Figures 

quoted in MWh should be in kWh – a simple error as Hunt rushed to submit the research paper. This error 

was not noticed by the paper's co-authors, or by the peer reviewers for the Journal of Energy Storage. We 

have left this article as originally written, and appended our further questions with Hunt's replies at the end 

for clarity. 

https://newatlas.com/author/loz-blain/
https://depositphotos.com/29314059/stock-photo-pool-fun.html
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The Sun doesn't always shine exactly when you want to boil a kettle; the more we rely on renewable energy, 

the more energy storage we'll need. You can store your excess electricity by using it to pump water up a hill. 

You can use it to compress air, or to spin up a giant flywheel, or lift a huge concrete block off the ground. 

Most commonly, you can simply use it to charge up some big ol' grid-scale batteries. 

 

 

These are rapidly gaining popularity, and prices for large-scale battery storage are coming down quickly. At 

the moment, the cost of storing and releasing a megawatt-hour of electricity in a newly-installed grid-scale 

lithium battery is about US$150. That will continue to drop, but researchers at the International Institute for 

Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) have put forth an option that could reduce the cost to $50-100 per MWh 

in certain locations. 

Buoyancy Energy Storage Technology, or BEST, harnesses a force that'll be familiar to anyone who's ever 

held a beach ball under the surface of the water and let it go. Effectively, the proposed design starts with a 

platform secured deep into the sea floor with weighted anchors. This is connected via cables to an enormous 

square array – 100 meters (328 ft) a side – of high-density polyethylene pipes, each full of a compressed gas, 

like air or hydrogen. 

Electricity transmitted from the surface via power cables is used to drive powerful electric motors, which pull 

the buoyant tubes down toward the sea floor to store the energy. When it's time to release energy, the tubes 

are released, and their powerful buoyancy pulls the electric motor in reverse, turning it into a generator and 

feeding power back into the grid. 

IIASA 

The team's simulations project that this could end up being a cheap and effective energy storage system in 

certain situations – particularly offshore wind farms operating close to coastlines and islands with no 

mountains. But it won't replace batteries altogether. 

It's an energy density versus power density tradeoff: the BEST system can store lots of energy at a 

competitive cost, but batteries are better at storing and releasing that energy quickly. 

“While the cost of batteries today is around $150/MWh, the cost of BEST is just $50 to $100 per MWh," says 

IIASA researcher Julian Hunt. "Given that the cost of installed capacity for batteries is smaller than in BEST 

systems ($4 to $8 million per megawatt), battery and BEST systems could be operated in conjunction to 

provide energy storage for a coastal city or for an offshore wind power plant. It is important to also bear in 

mind that the cost of BEST systems can be significantly reduced if substantial investment is made to the 

technology." 

An assessment of global potential for this system showed considerably lower costs for air than for hydrogen, 

with the highest potential around "oceanic islands and on the coasts of Japan, Philippines, Indonesia, 

https://www.energy-storage.news/blogs/behind-the-numbers-the-rapidly-falling-lcoe-of-battery-storage
https://www.energy-storage.news/blogs/behind-the-numbers-the-rapidly-falling-lcoe-of-battery-storage
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Australia, USA, Mexico, Chile, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Cuba, Jamaica, Guatemala, Honduras, Brazil, 

Portugal, Oman, South Africa, Madagascar and Somalia, Ivory Coast and Ghana." 

 

Global potential for buoyancy energy storage. Top shows estimated costs per MWh using air, bottom using 

hydrogen 

IIASA 

But there's another interesting wrinkle with hydrogen: the BEST system could easily be adapted to become a 

super-cheap hydrogen compression system as well as an energy storage system. By the time the tubes full of 

https://newatlas.com/energy/buoyancy-energy-storage-iiasa/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=82385812cf-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_06_25_08_08&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-82385812cf-92970593#gallery:1
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gas are pulled to the sea floor, they're already compressed thanks to the high ambient pressure levels in the 

deep ocean. At this point the hydrogen could be captured in a pressure tank whose design gives it just enough 

buoyancy to float back up to the surface. Alternatively, it could be pumped around through undersea 

pipelines. 

Compressing hydrogen in this way, say the researchers, can be done with efficiencies as high as 90 percent, 

compared to land-based compressor efficiencies closer to half that. Investment costs are also estimated to be 

around 30 times lower than conventional compressors, thus cutting down one of the key costs in the hydrogen 

supply chain. 

 

Top: balloons wouldn't last underwater. Bottom: instead, the IIASA team proposes gas-filled polyethylene 

pipes 

https://newatlas.com/energy/buoyancy-energy-storage-iiasa/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=82385812cf-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_06_25_08_08&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-82385812cf-92970593#gallery:3
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Editor's note: Julian Hunt contacted us with some fresh figures that contradict those published above. We 

asked some further questions and reproduce the exchange below. 

Julian Hunt: Hi Loz, I am sorry for the confusion. After answering your questions, it became more clear to 

me how the economics of the technology work. If I had submitted the paper today, it would have been a much 

better paper. Thanks for your contributions. 

1) So the levelized cost per MWh is actually $496 – several times higher than the levelized cost of using a 

battery? And that's in an ideal setup? 

I estimated the levelized cost per MWh to be $496. After using the NREL 

Calculator https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/tech-lcoe.html. 

The investment cost of storage is low 100 USD/KWh, however, the investment cost for the installed capacity is 

high 8,000 USD/kW. Just for comparison a wind turbine has a cost of 1,600 USD/kW. Today, if you charge 

and discharge a battery in a daily cycle, it would cost around 100 USD/MWh. But if you charge and 

discharge the same battery in a weekly cycle, it would cost 700 USD/MWh. If the only option that you have to 

use wind power is to have weekly energy storage, then a BEST system is already a better option than 

batteries. 

Note that the levelized cost is $496 if someone would build the system today with the equipment and materials 

that I found on the web and being conservative due to the high operational depths. However, this cost would 

significantly reduce if an Elon Musk wannabe put 1 billion dollars into the technology, and the FED and 

society put more 50 billion dollars. This money would be used to develop new materials and technology for 

the cables, anchor and generators, and used to build the factories for these equipments. This would reduce 

the costs of the equipment substantially and the levelized costs could reduce to 50 $/MWh, storing energy in a 

weekly cycle. 

2) This means both the upfront costs AND the usage costs are much higher than a battery installation? 

The cost of storage of BEST is a bit lower, but the installed capacity is much higher. However, if you change 

and discharge both systems in a weekly cycle the BEST system is a better alternative than batteries. 

3) If so, are there any advantages? 

It stores energy in weekly cycles. 

4) Please explain this quote: “While the cost of batteries today is around $150/MWh, the cost of BEST is 

just $50 to $100 per MWh," 

https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/tech-lcoe.html
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I would rephrase the sentence to "While the energy storage investment cost of batteries today is around 

$150/kWh, the cost of BEST is just $50 to $100 per kWh". Note, however, that the system also has an installed 

capacity, and the installed capacity for BEST is high. 

Just for comparison, if the energy storage investment cost for batteries is $150/kWh and for BEST $50/kWh, 

and both systems are applied to store energy for 100 years to then generate electricity for 100 years 

(assuming that the batteries do not lose its charge), then the installed capacity costs will be tiny compared to 

the storage costs, and the levelized costs of BEST would be 3 times smaller than the levelized cost of batteries. 

The research is open access in the Journal of Energy Storage. 

Source: IIASA 
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